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W hen the United States made its
opening gambit in the war against
terrorism by bombing Afghani-

stan in October 2001, the need to liberate
Afghan women from the Taliban regime
lent moral justification to the attacks.
Among some who had long sought to bring
into view human rights abuses under the
Taliban, such justification rang hollow.
Riffat Hassan, a feminist Muslim theologian
and contributor to Women for Afghan Women,
one of a number of recently released books
on the topic, observes that the “‘liberation’

of Afghan women from Taliban rule
occurred as a by-product of the U.S.-led
military action in Afghanistan.” Indeed,
Hassan believes that were it not for the
September 11 attacks, Afghan women
“would have continued to live and die in
horrific conditions under Taliban rule.”

The emergence of Afghan women as a
human rights cause in the last year raises
anew questions about the relationship
between politics and the information market.

continued on page three
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Under what circumstances do issues
appear in global purview, and why do
some engage an American audience more
than others? With respect to women in
Afghanistan, the interest relates to how
women’s rights historically have been
leveraged in the West to justify interven-
tion on behalf of “Eastern” women’s lib-
eration. A quick glance at the covers of
new books on Afghan women says a lot
about how much both politics and pub-
lishing rely on this history to make their
sales. Their titles—Behind the Burqa, My
Forbidden Face, Veiled Courage, Veiled
Threat—exploit long-standing myths in
the Western imagination about the veil,
Islam and women. Pitched into the
American book market in the current cli-
mate, these titles, and the photos of unin-
dividuated blobs of burqa-clad women
that illustrate their covers, may inadver-
tently serve a political purpose.

The good news is that beyond the
veil-obsessed titles and covers of some
recent books, there is a wealth of analysis
documenting the situation of Afghan
women and placing it in cultural, histori-
cal and political context. Ranging from
personal testimonies by ordinary Afghan
women and professional human rights
advocates to rigorous scholarship and
more freely declarative journalism, these
books attempt to account for the rise of
the Taliban and their singularly brutal rul-
ing tactics. Most of the authors of these
books have taken the current interest in
Afghan women as an opportunity not
only to bring to light the details of their
current situation, but to lay out the com-

plex political interactions that permitted
it, while proposing steps for the future.
Taken together, they raise provocative
points specific to the reconstruction of
Afghanistan, but which may also inform
policy in other contexts, especially since it
appears likely that the United States is
about to enter a new era of engagement
in the Middle East.

T he first point, which cannot be
stated often enough, is that the
grotesque situation in which

Afghans found themselves under the

Taliban has nothing to do with Islam. It
has to do with politics. This bears repeat-
ing precisely because of the way in which
the case for Afghan women is being
made in book titles that reference Islamic
cultural markers such as the veil.
However, there is no civilization or reli-
gion whose ideals tolerate the Taliban’s
treatment of women and men. No rela-
tivist accommodation of tyranny—in the
name of tolerance—need be made.

Books such as Canadian journalist
Sally Armstrong’s Veiled Threat confuse
the issue by reviewing theological argu-

ments about gender and religion.
Armstrong’s is a well-intentioned, but
rhetorically over-written and garbled,
account of the culture of Afghan women.
More invidiously, while reviews of the
tenets of Islam, Islamic history and theo-
logical considerations of women’s roles
have their place, that place is not in a dis-
cussion of the Taliban. The claim that
“the interpretation of Islam by the post-
Taliban regime will likely determine the
country’s future” is not only untrue, it
feeds the premise that Islamic societies lie
beyond the exigencies or possibilities of
modern social and political frameworks.

The second point consistently made
in new books about Afghan women is
that gender is a crucial practical and the-
oretical consideration in rebuilding
Afghanistan. This means not only that
women must play substantial policy-mak-
ing and other public roles, but also that
the roles of men and masculinity must be
factored in. In Women for Afghan Women
this argument is examined at length.
Several contributors to this excellent col-
lection of essays, poems and photo-
graphs are members of the organization
from which the book takes its name, a
group of Afghan and non-Afghan
women from the New York area who do
fundraising and advocacy work. The col-
lection provides both basic information
for a newcomer to Afghan history and
culture, and sophisticated critiques and
analyses of the steps being taken toward
a viable future. Sima Wali’s introduction
eradicates, in about a page of bullet-
pointed remarks, some of the factual
confusion that has arisen around who
Afghans are—historically and ethnically
distinct from Arabs or Iranians—the lan-
guages they speak, chiefly Dari and
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Pashto, and their relationship (none) to
Osama bin Laden and Al-Qaeda.

Wali, the President and Chief
Executive Officer of Refugee Women in
Development, also devotes part of her
introduction to the necessary reconstruc-
tion of our understanding of gender. “It
may surprise Westerners,” she remarks,
“to discover that the stereotype of
Afghan men as women-haters and
oppressors is incorrect.” This perception
has ramifications in the arena of interna-
tional policy. Wali points out that the
well-meant effort of the US government
to redress Taliban decrees against female
education by earmarking funds for girls’
education “created yet another prob-
lem—educational programs that exclude
boys.” In their absence, parents send
boys to the Quranic schools, madrasas,
“the very same institutions that indoctri-
nated and educated the Taliban.” The
essays that follow usefully place women’s
rights and struggles in local and global
contexts. Sara Amiryar, for example, asks
in a brief essay whether the conventional
institution for dispute resolution, the
Loya Jirga, will serve women. Angela
King reviews UN policies and actions
regarding Afghan women since 1997.

A fascinating and elegantly written
exploration of the relationships of
gender to politics is offered in

Cheryl Benard’s Veiled Courage. Benard’s
introduction to the Revolutionary
Association of the Women of
Afghanistan (RAWA) began in 1982, when
she went to Pakistan to assess the delivery
of international aid to refugees. The
Afghan refugee situation has existed since
the late 1970s, when the 1979 Soviet inva-
sion, followed shortly by an American-
backed guerrilla war, led to the flight of
two million Afghans to the borders of
Pakistan and Iran. This number would
increase to five million by the mid-1990s.

Benard chronicles the shift in her own
views about Afghan women. Aid workers
sometimes discussed among themselves
the particular problems of female
refugees: the high mortality rates for
women and newborns in childbirth, an
epidemic level of domestic violence, the
low female literacy rates. “The outcome
of these discussions was always the
same,” she recalls. “There was nothing
you could do... you weren’t here to change
people’s cultural traditions... [I]t was
pointless to offer services that would ben-
efit the women, because the Afghans just
didn’t want that. They were used to things
being this way.” Benard was distressed by
such conclusions, but the sex-segregated
organization of society in the camps
made it difficult to find out what women
themselves might think, since they so
rarely appeared in public. When offered
the opportunity to visit a women’s hospi-
tal near Peshawar, Benard discovered
women suffering not so much from med-
ical ailments as from social and political
ones. They had been abused by husbands,
become ill after extended forced seclu-
sion, or had sunk into depression when
sons as young as eight years old were
forcibly taken to fight a “holy war”
against the Soviets. Their attitudes
changed Benard’s views: “These women
were not resigned, they hadn’t grown
indifferent to the deaths of their children,
they didn’t accept loveless arranged mar-
riages as a given, they didn’t feel secure in
the arms of an extended family, they
weren’t content in deep traditionalism.”

Benard’s discovery eventually led her
to RAWA. The feminist political associa-
tion was founded by an extraordinarily
charismatic woman known as Meena in
the late 1970s, and would later be the

only organized opposition group to
thrive during the period of Taliban rule.
Benard’s collection of testimonials by
members and supporters enhances her
history of this unique organization.
Meena herself was killed by Pakistani
police with ties to the Afghan secret
police in 1987, but the memory of her
leadership continues to permeate RAWA
and is among the elements Benard identi-
fies as basic to the group’s coherence.

RAWA’s leadership and membership
principles are also distinct. At its core are
eleven elected women. Membership has
expanded into the thousands through the
painstaking work of its existing mem-
bers, who cultivate interested outsiders,
both women and men (although only
women can be members), through
lengthy conversations and correspon-
dence. RAWA members—active, literate,
confident—also serve as role models for
women demoralized by extreme circum-
stances and by a culture that trivializes
their worth. The willingness of members
to make extended personal contact with
supporters, as well as challengers, pays
off. As Benard observes, RAWA’s tactics
illustrate how ordinary people are trans-
formed into resistance fighters. Women
who might in other circumstances be
denied political participation, such as illit-
erate widows, are given tasks in the party.
Their participation ties them even more
firmly to RAWA’s aims: to change funda-
mentally the position of women in a cul-
ture in which female inferiority is a
deeply embedded value, and to create a
basis for Afghan civil society.

Benard devotes the final third of the
book to the role of RAWA in the post-
September 11 future. She presents an
interesting comparison between Al-
Qaeda and RAWA: both have flourished
in the same unstable atmosphere, and
both constitute what she calls “post-
modern” political movements, combin-
ing archaic and contemporary modes of
communication to be effective. Their
difference, of course, is that from “the
global ideology mix, [RAWA] had
picked democracy and equality; al-
Qaeda had drawn anti-Westernism and
authoritarianism.”

Benard concludes with a stringent cri-
tique of the global diplomatic flurry that
followed the fall of the Taliban. RAWA is
again in the forefront of undermining
static traditions, by working to “subvert
the autonomy project of modern diplo-
macy, which wants to mold Afghanistan
into a nice conventional male-preponder-
ant nation-state according to the old cri-
teria of ethnic composition” in a context
in which ethnicity may not be the most
relevant or fruitful means of creating a
national consensus. Like other close
observers of the situation, Benard warns
of the consequences if the issues of male
socialization and masculinity remain
unremarked: “In various places, young
men who have never known a single day
of normal life are being psychologically
misused for someone’s dreams of glory.
Not just their own populations, but the
rest of us, too, are likely to pay the price.”

Among the most powerful and sim-
ply rendered books to appear
recently is a personal narrative by

“Latifa” (a pseudonym), My Forbidden
Face. The cover shares the lurid titling
and imagery that markets Afghan
women to the West: a photograph of a
burqa-clad head with two eyes barely vis-
ible behind their embroidered lattice. But
the contents of Latifa’s book reveal a
sharp intellect with a literary and political
prescience that should put her on the
same shelf as Anne Frank.

Latifa, from a progressive and relative-
ly well-to-do family of seven, was a six-
teen-year-old student preparing to begin
university life as a journalism major when
the Taliban entered Kabul in September,
1996. In May 2001, she and her mother
were given the opportunity to travel to
Paris to inaugurate an information cam-
paign about women sponsored by an
advocacy organization, Afghanistan
Libre, and Elle magazine. While there, the
Taliban issued a fatwa against them for
denouncing the regime and gutted their
Kabul apartment. Latifa and her parents
remained exiled in Paris, where Latifa was
given the opportunity to write her book,
an effort to “explain how a girl from
Kabul, educated first during the Soviet
occupation, then under Communist
regimes throughout four years of civil
war, was finally locked away by a mon-
strous power, her life confiscated when
she was only sixteen.” Latifa’s narrative
concludes in October 2001, just as the
American bombing has begun. “I know,”
she writes, “that refugees on the borders
of Afghanistan’s neighbors endure hard-
ships much worse than mine. What can I
do—except tell you what my life has been
like in the city of Kabul, a city of rubble
and ruins?”

What, and how, she tells of her fami-
ly life makes for a powerful critique of
political hypocrisy, whether this means
the flourishing black market in televi-
sions under the Taliban (who banned tel-
evision), the drug trade on the
Afghanistan-Pakistan border, the perver-
sions of humanitarian standards under
their rule, or the news, in February 2001,
that the Taliban’s Minister of Health (in
a regime that forbade women from
receiving medical care) had traveled to
France to discuss humanitarian matters.
The eloquence with which this young
writer expresses her convictions is mov-
ing; in their light it seems worth listening
when they waver: “I’ve come to the end
of my story, at a time when weapons are
speaking in our place. As always… But
who speaks for Afghanistan? I don’t
know anymore.”

The eloquence and power of these
writers makes it clear that women may
speak for the nation. But it is worth keep-
ing in mind how their images, and those
of the liberated, individual voices and
faces of American women to whom they
are contrasted, can be manipulated into a
moral justification for a range of objec-
tives. Prisoners of Hope makes just such an
unintentional contrast. It is narrated by
Dayna Curry and Heather Mercer, two
young Christian missionaries from Waco,
Texas, whose dream of “serving the poor
overseas and expressing the love of
Jesus” led them to Afghanistan in the
spring of 2001. While there, they were
imprisoned and put on trial by the
Taliban. They were mid-trial in the
autumn of 2001 and, in November, air-
lifted from the country by US Special
Forces. The book makes a fascinating
read for anyone interested in such an
experience and in the genre of Christian
salvation narrative; the young women
perceive their imprisonment and the tri-

als before them during interrogation as
tests of their faith. But the narrative
obtains a secular political currency via the
endorsement of President Bush, whose
remarks on their courage are recorded on
the book’s back cover. The front cover, a
photograph of the women’s beaming
faces, radiates with the implication that
the very ability to show one’s name and
face as a woman relates to a singularly
American concept of freedom.

In symmetrical contrast to Prisoners of
Hope stands Behind the Burqa. It recounts
the quest for asylum in the United States
by two sisters as told to Batya Swift
Yasgur, a freelance writer who met them
while reporting on detained asylum seek-
ers. Although “Hala” and “Sulima”
(pseudonyms) too ultimately arrive in
America, they are pictured fully veiled on
the cover of the book.

The tale within is well-told. Both sis-
ters, sixteen years apart, describe their
lives from early childhood to the present,
setting their personal experiences against
the conflict between communists and
mujahadeen that structured much of
their existence. Sulima, the elder of the
two, recalls her father’s increasingly
extreme vision of Islam over the 1970s, a
nationalist response to the rise of com-
munism in Afghanistan that had severe
repercussions for her. Ironically, Sulima, a
Communist Party member, fled the
country in 1979, when her reliance on
Quranic edicts to educate rural women
led her into conflict with the Communist
president, Hafizullah Amin. Hala left the
country in 1997, following the discovery
of her work as a schoolteacher and her
violent persecution by the Taliban.

All of the books mentioned here offer
something of value to the reader interest-
ed in the recent history of Afghan
women. At their most optimistic, all make
it clear that the technologies and values of
a globalizing world create new opportuni-
ties for women’s empowerment, and for
alliances across national boundaries on
behalf of human rights. For those seeking
analyses of the concrete possibilities for
women to effect policy change, Women for
Afghan Women and Benard’s Veiled Courage
are valuable reads.

Two other books not discussed here are
also of note. The scholarly reader seeking
an overview of the cultural and political
roles of women in modern Afghanistan
may turn to Hafizullah Emadi’s Repression,
Resistance and Women in Afghanistan. A num-
ber of his chapters, which place women’s
changing status in the context of a shifting
state and capital structure, might be useful
supplements to a college course. In a dif-
ferent vein, Maryam Qudrat Aseel, an
Afghan American, has recorded her
impressions in Torn Between Two Cultures.
While written in a fairly banal and often
sentimental style, it guides the reader
through some of the misunderstandings
Americans have about Afghanistan from a
personal perspective. But the gem among
all of these books is Latifa’s My Forbidden
Face. This concise memoir is riveting,
insightful and quite lovely: a testament to
the human capacity to grow beauty in the
rockiest soil.
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I n a nation where fear has ruled for
decades, Yvonne Vera has consis-
tently spoken out against injustice

and violence. Vera, the author of four
novels and one collection of short sto-
ries, has built a writing career out of
criticizing Zimbabwe’s shortcomings—
no small feat in a country where out-
spoken journalists, writers and artists
have been imprisoned and opposition
party members have routinely disap-
peared. Even more remarkable is that
Vera, who earned a doctorate in litera-
ture from York University in Ontario,
still lives and publishes in the country of
her birth. Unlike the many African writ-
ers who have been forced into exile, she
continues to explore her deep love of
Zimbabwe from her home in Bulawayo.

Vera’s commitment to her country
has emboldened her to take on contro-
versial subjects in her fiction, most of all
the impact of violence on Zimbabwean
women. Her central characters are
women who suffer from the wars,
poverty and patriarchal oppression that
have plagued this southern African
nation for years. She refuses to offer her
reader conventional or tidy resolutions;
rather, she weaves fragmented narratives
that inexorably build to their tragic end-
ings, wrapping incisive social criticism in
impressionistic and elliptical language.
One wonders whether her style has pro-
tected her from those who might not
like what she has to say.

After exploring the conflict between
Zimbabwe and Britain during the late
nineteenth century in Nehanda (1993),
her first novel, Vera moved beyond the
concerns of anticolonialism to examine
the violence within African communi-
ties during the tumultuous twentieth
century. Without a Name (1994), a brief
but powerful novel that moves between
past and present, tells a story centered
around rape and infanticide; Under the
Tongue (1996), a highly fragmented and
poetic narrative, focuses on a young
girl’s struggle to survive incest, her
father’s murder and her mother’s incar-
ceration. The equally imagistic Butterfly
Burning (1998), which marked Vera’s US
debut two years later, deals with more
forbidden topics: abortion and suicide.

Vera aims even higher with The Stone
Virgins, a piercing, lyrical novel that
takes on another subject surrounded by
fear and silence: the massacres of inno-
cent civilians that took place in the
1980s, shortly after the country won its
independence. Newly elected president
Robert Mugabe, attempting to consoli-
date his power, sent soldiers to rid the
country of black insurgents and dissi-
dents. No one knows precisely how
many people were killed, but the num-
bers run into the thousands.
Matabeleland province, where Vera’s
story takes place, was particularly hard
hit. Years of terror silenced many peo-
ple; now, with her new novel, Vera
breaks that silence to give voice to some
of the victims of the violence perpe-
trated under black rule.

Like Vera’s previous work, The Stone
Virgins tells a story of wounding and

trauma. But whereas her earlier work
plumbs the traumatized psyches of indi-
vidual characters, this one ambitiously
reaches outward and across time. She
interweaves the lives of two sisters with
the story of their community, Kezi, a
rural town located 200 kilometers west
of the city of Bulawayo. Unlike its more
urban neighbor with its modern, grid-
like streets, Kezi is a forgotten town at
the end of a tarred road. Its inhabitants,
who live in mud huts and congregate at
the small, dusty general store, patiently
wait for the arrival of a phone for the
town’s empty telephone booth and cau-
tiously watch the wars being fought in
the nearby hills of Gulati. With this
expansive sweep—across the geography
of Matebeleland province, over a period
of 36 years—the story of an entire
nation unfolds.

T he first third of the novel spans
the colonial era and the decades-
long fight for independence

from white rule. It begins in Bulawayo
in 1950, when Rhodesian society kept
Africans and Europeans separate. Vera
evocatively describes how black men
and women were forced to conduct
their lives within the interstices of the
city: “Ekoneni is a rendezvous, a place to
meet. You cannot meet inside any of
the buildings because this city is divided;
entry is forbidden to black men and
women; you meet outside buildings, not
at doorways, entries, foyers, not beneath
arched windows, not under graceful
colonnades, balustrades, and cornices,
but ekoneni. Here, you linger, ambivalent,
permanent as time. You are in transit.”

As the story moves to the rural
enclave of Kezi, we meet Thenjiwe, a
beautiful young woman who has a brief
but intense love affair with a man who
steps off the bus from Bulawayo. They
drift apart and the affair ends; the story
hints that words have failed them. With
masterful foreshadowing, Vera sug-
gests the unforeseen calamity that lies
ahead for Thenjiwe: “She has no idea
now, or ever, that some of the harm
she has to forget is in the future, not in
the past, and that she would not have
enough time in the future to forget any
of the hurt.”

The remainder of the novel records
the devastating violence that tore apart
the young nation between 1981 and
1986. Vera’s characters are not spared:
one sister is brutally murdered, the

other is raped and mutilated by a black
insurgent. Vera captures these excruciat-
ing events in images that are simultane-
ously explicit and metaphorical:

He enters her body like a vacu-
um. She can do nothing to save
herself.... He forces her down.
She yields. She is leaning back-
wards into his body. He holds her
body like a bent stem. He draws
her waist into the curve of his
arm. She is molded into the
shape of his waiting arm—a ten-
dril on a hard rock.

He is at the pit of her being.
Her anger rises furiously. Her
saliva is a sour ferment of bile.
She would like to speak, to spit.

(p. 68)

The metaphor conveys the victim’s
vulnerability with an unexpected lyri-
cism, but it does not erase the violence.
Rather, Vera’s use of metaphor suggests
the inadequacy of language in the face
of trauma. Again and again, the story
returns to the same moments, as repeti-
tion suggests how a human conscious-
ness would struggle to grasp the
unthinkable. With each new stroke of
the pen, the hazy picture becomes a lit-
tle clearer—or as clear as these unspeak-
able horrors can become.

Vera’s story reminds one of works by
Toni Morrison, Edwidge Danticat and
Michael Ondaatje, all of whom similar-
ly grapple with physical and psychologi-
cal trauma. Like them, she explores how
violence affects both body and mind.
How can healing take place when
wounds cut deep into places that no one
can see? What happens to language and

to memory? “Only the skin heals,” she
writes. But “[t]hese are the wounds of
war, which no one can heal; bandages
and stitches cannot restore a human
being with a memory intact and true
inside the bone.”

Given her earlier work, Vera’s preoc-
cupation with trauma is hardly surpris-
ing. But what differentiates The Stone
Virgins from her previous novels is her
willingness to ask more searching ques-
tions about the violence that has
plagued Zimbabwe. She ventures into
entirely different territory—the mind
of the killer—as the rest of the novel
alternates between a woman’s struggle
to heal and her attacker’s story. Readers
who haven’t already felt disoriented by
the story’s shifts in point of view (Vera
frequently and unexpectedly switches
between first and third person) will
certainly feel the shock of experiencing
the story through the eyes of the rapist
Sibaso. Slowly we come to realize that
he, too, is a victim of the war, a
wounded man who takes refuge in a
Gulati bomb crater filled with dead,
dismembered bodies and ancient stone
carvings of virgins which exert an
enigmatic power.

As Vera plunges into Sibaso’s scarred
psyche, she takes one of the greatest
artistic and psychological risks of her
writing career. It is the gamble of a
mature and compassionate writer and it
succeeds: as the story deepens, we catch
a glimpse of the full extent of the war’s
ravages. Both dissidents and soldiers
wreak havoc on the country, destroying
Kezi with a systematic, planned brutali-
ty. As the violence ricochets from per-
son to person, no woman or man
remains untouched.

A country in fragments
by Heather Hewett

The Stone Virgins by Yvonne Vera. New York: Farrar, Straus 

and Giroux, 2003, 184 pp., $18.00 hardcover.
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L iving as I do, as millions of us do,
in the shadow of the nuclear holo-
caust that the governments of

India and Pakistan keep promising their
brainwashed citizenry, and in the global
neighborhood of the War Against Terror
(what President Bush rather biblically
calls “the task that does not end”), I find
myself thinking a great deal about the
relationship between citizens and the
state.

In India, those of us who have
expressed views on nuclear bombs, Big
Dams, corporate globalization and the
rising threat of communal Hindu fas-
cism—views that are at variance with the
Indian government’s—are branded “anti-
national.” While this accusation does not
fill me with indignation, it’s not an accu-
rate description of what I do or how I
think. An anti-national is a person who is
against her own nation and, by inference,
is pro some other one. But it isn’t neces-
sary to be anti-national to be deeply sus-
picious of all nationalism, to be anti-
nationalism. Nationalism of one kind or
another was the cause of most of the
genocide of the twentieth century. Flags
are bits of colored cloth that govern-
ments use first to shrink-wrap people’s
minds and then as ceremonial shrouds to
bury the dead. When independent, think-
ing people (and here I do not include the
corporate media) begin to rally under
flags, when writers, painters, musicians,
film makers suspend their judgment and
blindly yoke their art to the service of the
nation, it’s time for all of us to sit up and
worry. In India we saw it happen soon
after the nuclear tests in 1998 and during
the Kargil War against Pakistan in 1999.
In the US we saw it during the Gulf War
and we see it now, during the War Against
Terror. That blizzard of made-in-China
American flags.

Recently, those who have criticized
the actions of the US government
(myself included) have been called
“anti-American.” Anti-Americanism is
in the process of being consecrated into
an ideology.

The term “anti-American” is usually
used by the American establishment to
discredit—and not falsely, but shall we
say inaccurately—define its critics. Once
someone is branded anti-American, the
chances are that he or she will be judged
before they’re heard and the argument
will be lost in the welter of bruised
national pride.

What does the term “anti-American”
mean? Does it mean you’re anti-jazz? Or
that you’re opposed to free speech? That
you don’t delight in Toni Morrison or
John Updike? That you have a quarrel
with giant sequoias? Does it mean you
don’t admire the hundreds of thousands
of American citizens who marched
against nuclear weapons, or the thousands
of war resisters who forced their govern-
ment to withdraw from Vietnam? Does it
mean that you hate all Americans? 

This sly conflation of America’s cul-
ture, music, literature, the breathtaking
physical beauty of the land, the ordinary
pleasures of ordinary people with criti-
cism of the US government’s foreign
policy (about which, thanks to America’s

“free press,” sadly, most Americans know
very little) is a deliberate and extremely
effective strategy. It’s like a retreating
army taking cover in a heavily populated
city, hoping that the prospect of hitting
civilian targets will deter enemy fire.

There are many Americans who
would be mortified to be associated with
their government’s policies. The most
scholarly, scathing, incisive, hilarious cri-
tiques of the hypocrisy and the contra-
dictions in US government policy come
from American citizens. When the rest of
the world wants to know what the US
government is up to, we turn to Noam
Chomsky, Edward Said, Howard Zinn,
Ed Herman, Amy Goodman, Michael
Albert, Chalmers Johnson, William Blum
and Anthony Arnove to tell us what’s
really going on.

Similarly, in India, not hundreds, but
millions of us would be ashamed and
offended if we were in any way implicat-
ed with the present Indian government’s
fascist policies which, apart from the per-
petration of state terrorism in the valley
of Kashmir (in the name of fighting ter-
rorism), have also turned a blind eye to
the recent state-supervised pogrom
against Muslims in Gujarat. It would be
absurd to think that those who criticize
the Indian government are “anti-
Indian”—although the government itself
never hesitates to take that line. It is dan-
gerous to cede to the Indian government
or the American government or anyone
for that matter, the right to define what
”India” or “America” are, or ought to be.

To call someone anti-American,
indeed, to be anti-American (or for that
matter anti-Indian, or anti-Timbuktuan),
is not just racist, it’s a failure of the imag-
ination. An inability to see the world in
terms other than those that the establish-
ment has set out for you: If you’re not a
Bushie, you’re a Taliban. If you don’t love
us, you hate us. If you’re not Good,
you’re Evil. If you’re not with us, you’re
with the terrorists.

Last year, like many others, I too made
the mistake of scoffing at this post-
September 11th rhetoric, dismissing it as
foolish and arrogant. I’ve realized that it’s
not foolish at all. It’s actually a canny
recruitment drive for a misconceived,
dangerous war. Every day I’m taken
aback at how many people believe that
opposing the war in Afghanistan
amounts to supporting terrorism, or vot-
ing for the Taliban. Now that the initial
aim of the war—capturing Osama bin
Laden (dead or alive)—seems to have run
into bad weather, the goalposts have
been moved. It’s being made out that the
whole point of the war was to topple the
Taliban regime and liberate Afghan
women from their burqas. We’re being
asked to believe that the US marines are
actually on a feminist mission. (If so, will
their next stop be America’s military ally
Saudi Arabia?) Think of it this way: in
India there are some pretty reprehensible
social practices, against “untouchables,”
against Christians and Muslims, against
women. Pakistan and Bangladesh have
even worse ways of dealing with minori-
ty communities and women. Should they
be bombed? Should Delhi, Islamabad

and Dhaka be destroyed? Is it possible to
bomb bigotry out of India? Can we
bomb our way to a feminist paradise? Is
that how women won the vote in the
United States? Or how slavery was abol-
ished? Can we win redress for the geno-
cide of the millions of Native Americans
upon whose corpses the United States
was founded by bombing Santa Fe?

None of us need anniversaries to
remind us of what we cannot forget. So it
is no more than coincidence that I hap-
pen to be here, on American soil, in
September—this month of dreadful
anniversaries. Uppermost on everybody’s
mind of course, particularly here in
America, is the horror of what has come
to be known as “9/11.” Three thousand
civilians lost their lives in that lethal ter-
rorist strike. The grief is still deep. The
rage still sharp. The tears have not dried.
And a strange, deadly war is raging
around the world. Yet, each person who
has lost a loved one surely knows secretly,
deeply, that no war, no act of revenge, no
daisy-cutters dropped on someone else’s
loved ones or someone else’s children will
blunt the edges of their pain or bring
their own loved ones back. War cannot
avenge those who have died. War is only a
brutal desecration of their memory.

To fuel yet another war—this time
against Iraq—by cynically manipulating
people’s grief, by packaging it for TV spe-
cials sponsored by corporations selling
detergent or running shoes, is to cheapen
and devalue grief, to drain it of meaning.
What we are seeing now is a vulgar dis-
play of the business of grief, the com-
merce of grief, the pillaging of even the
most private human feelings for political
purpose. It is a terrible, violent thing for
a state to do to its people.

It’s not a clever enough subject to
speak of from a public platform, but
what I would really love to talk to you
about is loss. Loss and losing. Grief, fail-
ure, brokenness, numbness, uncertainty,
fear, the death of feeling, the death of
dreaming. The absolute, relentless, end-
less, habitual unfairness of the world.
What does loss mean to individuals?
What does it mean to whole cultures,
whole peoples who have learned to live
with it as a constant companion? 

Since it is September 11th that we’re
talking about, perhaps it’s in the fitness
of things that we remember what that
date means, not only to those who lost
their loved ones in America, but to those
in other parts of the world to whom that
date has long held significance. This his-
torical dredging is not offered as an
accusation or a provocation. But just to
share the grief of history. To thin the
mist a little. To say to the citizens of
America, in the gentlest, most human
way: Welcome to the World.

Twenty-nine years ago, in Chile, on
the 11th of September 1973, General
Pinochet overthrew the democratically
elected government of Salvador Allende
in a CIA-backed coup. “I don’t see why
we need to stand by and watch a country
go Communist due to the irresponsibility
of its own people,” said Henry Kissinger,
Nobel Peace Laureate, then President
Nixon’s National Security Adviser.

After the coup President Allende was
found dead inside the presidential palace.
Whether he was killed or whether he
killed himself, we’ll never know. In the
regime of terror that ensued, thousands
of people were killed. Many more simply
“disappeared.” Firing squads conducted
public executions. Concentration camps
and torture chambers were opened
across the country. The dead were buried
in mine shafts and unmarked graves. For
more than sixteen years the people of

Come September
by Arundhati Roy 

Will things get better after they get worse?

V era’s work, which combines
emotionally difficult subject
matter with a dense, poetical

writing style, has garnered a great deal
of praise and recognition from the lit-
erary community in Zimbabwe and
internationally. While it’s difficult for
African writers to receive such atten-
tion, it’s also professionally crucial. The
scarcity of resources for publishing
African literature and its typically small
readership create a series of hurdles for
any aspiring African writer. But Vera
has benefited from a close relationship
with Harare-based Baobab Books,
which published her first four novels
and, more recently, the newly estab-
lished Weaver Press, also in Harare,
which published The Stone Virgins in
2002. She has also racked up an
impressive number of literary awards.
After coming close with her first three
titles, she won the 1997
Commonwealth Writers’ Prize for
Under the Tongue. (Her other awards
include the 1999 Voice of Africa
Award and the inaugural 2002
Macmillan Writer’s Prize for Africa for
The Stone Virgins.) Some critics have
compared her to Ben Okri, the
acclaimed Nigerian writer from an ear-
lier generation.

In spite of all this praise, Vera has
continued to develop as a writer, and
her latest novel manifests this growth.
While in many ways a culmination of
her work thus far, The Stone Virgins also
represents a departure for a writer who
until now has been more comfortable
with poetry than plot. Her previous fic-
tion verges on the overly poetical,
almost self-indulgently so, at times
leaving the reader lost in oblique lan-
guage. Now, however, Vera hinges
poetry to narrative. While her style
remains literary, she does not forget her
reader, whom she invites into the story
at the very beginning. Using the second
person, she asks us to behold the beau-
ty of Bulawayo’s flower-covered city
streets, and in particular Selborne
Avenue with its magnificent jacarandas:
“you can look down it for miles and
miles, with your eyes encountering
everything plus blooms.”

When the prose disorients the reader,
it’s usually in service of a greater goal: to
reproduce in us the feelings of uncer-
tainty and fear that the characters experi-
ence. Yet along with suffering, Vera gives
her readers hope—a conspicuous
absence in her earlier novels. At the end,
some measure of healing comes from a
man who, unlike Sibaso, aims to recon-
struct history instead of destroy it and
believes that a “new nation needs to
restore the past.” Given all the anguish
and terror, the whiff of redemption
passes too quickly; I wanted Vera to
develop this character and his relation-
ship with the victim. Still, his mission
echoes one of the book’s central themes:
that somehow, in the face of war and
destruction, some things endure.

Above all, the landscape provides a
source of beauty and strength
throughout the novel. The Shona word
zimbabwe, which means “house of
stone,” is most certainly not lost on
the author of a novel featuring carved
stone virgins which have silently wit-
nessed years of devastation and loss
and have outlasted them. So too, The
Stone Virgins whispers, Zimbabwe may
yet survive. If communities can be
restored and history remembered—if
fear dissipates and men and women
can speak out—then perhaps the seeds
of regeneration will sprout in this war-
and hunger-torn nation.
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Chile lived in dread of the midnight
knock, of routine disappearances, of
sudden arrest and torture.

In 2000, following the 1998 arrest of
General Pinochet in Britain, thousands of
secret documents were declassified by the
US government. They contain unequivo-
cal evidence of the CIA’s involvement in
the coup as well as the fact that the US
government had detailed information
about the situation in Chile during
General Pinochet’s reign. Yet Kissinger
assured the general of his support: “In
the United States, as you know, we are
sympathetic with what you are trying to
do,” he said, “We wish your government
well.”

Those of us who have only ever
known life in a democracy, however
flawed, would find it hard to imagine
what living in a dictatorship and enduring
the absolute loss of freedom really
means. It isn’t just those who Pinochet
murdered, but the lives he stole from the
living that must be accounted for.

S eptember 11th has a tragic reso-
nance in the Middle East too. On
the 11th of September 1922,

ignoring Arab outrage, the British gov-
ernment proclaimed a mandate in
Palestine, a follow-up to the 1917 Balfour
Declaration, which imperial Britain
issued, with its army massed outside the
gates of the city of Gaza. The Balfour
Declaration promised European Zionists
“a national home for Jewish people.” (At
the time, the empire on which the sun
never set was free to snatch and bequeath
national homes like the school bully dis-
tributes marbles.) Two years after the
declaration, Lord Arthur James Balfour,
the British foreign secretary said,

[I]n Palestine we do not propose
even to go through the form of
consulting the wishes of the pres-
ent inhabitants of the country….
Zionism, be it right or wrong,
good or bad, is rooted in age-long
tradition, in present needs, in
future hopes, of far profounder
import than the desires and preju-
dices of the 700,000 Arabs who
now inhabit that ancient land.

How carelessly imperial power
decreed whose needs were profound and
whose were not. How carelessly it vivi-
sected ancient civilizations. Palestine and
Kashmir are imperial Britain’s festering,
blood-drenched gifts to the modern
world. Both are fault lines in the raging
international conflicts of today.

In another part of the Middle East,
September 11th strikes a more recent

chord. It was on the 11th of September
1990 that George W. Bush Sr., then
President of the United States, made a
speech to a joint session of Congress
announcing his government’s decision to
go to war against Iraq.

The US government says that Saddam
Hussein is a war criminal, a cruel military
despot who has committed genocide
against his own people. That’s a fairly
accurate description of the man. In 1988
he razed hundreds of villages in northern
Iraq and used chemical weapons and
machine-guns to kill thousands of
Kurdish people. Today we know that that
same year the US government provided
him with five hundred million dollars in
subsidies to buy American agricultural
products. The next year, after he had suc-
cessfully completed his genocidal cam-
paign, the US government doubled its
subsidy to one billion dollars. It also pro-
vided him with high quality germ seed for
anthrax, as well as helicopters and dual-
use material that could be used to manu-
facture chemical and biological weapons.

So it turns out that while Saddam
Hussein was carrying out his worst atroc-
ities, the US and the UK governments
were his close allies. Even today, the gov-
ernment of Turkey, which has one of the
most appalling human rights records in
the world, is one of the US government’s
closest allies. The fact that the Turkish
government has oppressed and murdered
Kurdish people for years has not pre-
vented the US government from plying
Turkey with weapons and development
aid. Clearly it was not concern for the
Kurdish people that provoked President
Bush’s speech to Congress.

What changed? In August 1990,
Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait. His sin
was not so much that he had committed
an act of war, but that he acted inde-
pendently, without orders from his mas-
ters. This display of independence was
enough to upset the power equation in
the Gulf. So it was decided that Saddam
Hussein be exterminated, like a pet that
has outlived its owner’s affection.

The first Allied attack on Iraq took
place in January 1991. The world
watched the prime-time war as it was
played out on TV. (In India those days,
you had to go to a five-star hotel lobby
to watch CNN.) Tens of thousands of
people were killed in a month of devas-
tating bombing. What many do not
know is that the war did not end then.
The initial fury simmered down into the
longest sustained air attack on a country
since the Vietnam War. Over the last
decade, American and British forces
have fired thousands of missiles and
bombs on Iraq. Iraq’s fields and farm-

lands have been shelled with three hun-
dred tons of depleted uranium. In their
bombing sorties, the Allies targeted and
destroyed water treatment plants, aware
of the fact that they could not be
repaired without foreign assistance. In
southern Iraq, there has been a fourfold
increase in cancer among children. In the
decade of economic sanctions that fol-
lowed the war, Iraqi civilians have been
denied food, medicine, hospital equip-
ment, ambulances, clean water—the
basic essentials.

About half a million Iraqi children
have died as a result of the sanctions. Of
them, Madeleine Albright, then US
Ambassador to the United Nations,
famously said, “I think this is a very hard
choice, but the price—we think the price
is worth it.” “Moral equivalence” was the
term that was used to denounce those
who criticized the war on Afghanistan.
Madeleine Albright cannot be accused of
moral equivalence. What she said was just
straightforward algebra.

A decade of bombing has not man-
aged to dislodge Saddam Hussein, the
“Beast of Baghdad.” Now, almost twelve
years on, President George Bush Jr. has
ratcheted up the rhetoric once again. He’s
proposing an all-out war whose goal is
nothing short of a “regime change.” The
New York Times says that the Bush admin-
istration is “following a meticulously
planned strategy to persuade the public,
the Congress and the allies of the need to
confront the threat of Saddam Hussein.”
Andrew Card, the White House Chief of
Staff, described how the administration
was stepping up its war plans for the fall:
“From a marketing point of view,” he
said, “you don’t introduce new products
in August.” This time the catchphrase for

Washington’s “new product” is not the
plight of Kuwaiti people but the asser-
tion that Iraq has weapons of mass
destruction. Forget “the feckless moralis-
ing of ‘peace’ lobbies,” wrote Richard
Perle, chairman of the Defense Policy
Board, the United States will “act alone if
necessary” and use a “pre-emptive strike”
if it determines it’s in US interests.

Weapons inspectors have conflicting
reports about the status of Iraq’s
“weapons of mass destruction,” and
many have said clearly that its arsenal has
been dismantled and that it does not have
the capacity to build one. However, there
is no confusion over the extent and range
of America’s arsenal of nuclear and
chemical weapons. Would the US govern-
ment welcome weapons inspectors?
Would the UK? Or Israel?

What if Iraq does have a nuclear
weapon, does that justify a preemptive
US strike? The United States has the
largest arsenal of nuclear weapons in the
world. It’s the only country in the world
to have actually used them on civilian
populations. If the United States is justi-
fied in launching a preemptive attack on
Iraq, why then any nuclear power is justi-
fied in carrying out a preemptive attack
on any other. India could attack Pakistan,
or the other way around. If the US gov-
ernment develops a distaste for the
Indian Prime Minister, can it just “take
him out” with a preemptive strike? 

Recently the United States played an
important part in forcing India and
Pakistan back from the brink of war. Is it
so hard for it to take its own advice?
Who is guilty of feckless moralizing? Of
preaching peace while it wages war? The
United States, which George Bush calls
“a peaceful nation,” has been at war with
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I n her foreword to Boys and Girls
Forever, Alison Lurie outlines her
thesis and offers an implicit expla-

nation for her title: “It often seems that
the most gifted authors of books for
children are not like other writers:
instead, in some essential way, they are
children themselves.” She points to the
schism between what adults think
makes good children’s literature and
what children themselves prefer, name-
ly, books in which the kids are heroes
and which contain a subversive message
about adult authority. She concludes by
discussing the predominance of animal
characters on the shelves of the chil-
dren’s section, describing in detail the
Animorphs series and the way it epito-
mizes the commercialization of chil-
dren’s books—neither of which topics
she ever mentions again.

This foreword points to the book’s
strengths and weaknesses. Lurie’s
insight into childhood as a culture of
its own, one that is often in opposition
to adult morals and manners, is clearly
and convincingly manifested through-
out. By contrast, her frequent digres-
sions—Sharon Stone’s interest in film-
ing Louisa May Alcott’s adult fiction,
for example—are puzzling, especially
since they come from so distinguished
a novelist and scholar writing in her
area of expertise.

The notion that writers of children’s
books are themselves essentially child-
like, although touted on the back cover
as central to the book, is explored only
sporadically. It dominates the first chap-
ter on Hans Christian Andersen, but is
abandoned in the second chapter on the
highly capable Louisa May Alcott, who
seems not to have had much of a child-
hood and who supported herself and
her family with her writing from a young
age. The thesis is equally neglected in the
third chapter, on the Oz books of L.
Frank Baum (unless being an avowed
male feminist well before the fashion is
the same thing as being childlike). It is
picked up again in the fourth and fifth
chapters on Walter de la Mare and John
Masefield, where it is convincingly illus-
trated. It is dropped again in the sixth
essay on the Finnish author Tove
Jansson’s series about creatures called
the Moomintrolls, and called into play in
the chapter about Dr. Seuss. In her trib-
ute to Salman Rushdie’s thinly veiled
resistance to censorship, Haroun and the
Sea of Stories, Lurie wisely refrains from
suggesting that the author rediscovered
his child-like naïvete after being the
object of a years-long fatwah. Of J. K.
Rowling, author of the Harry Potter
series, Lurie says, “Like many famous
children’s authors… [Rowling] remains
in close touch with her own childhood.”

This observation is particularly
telling, and it goes to the heart of what
is wrong with Lurie’s thesis. She does
not consider, here or elsewhere, that
being in close touch with one’s child-
hood is a trait shared by many authors
of fiction (not to mention memoirists),

whatever the age of their intended
audience. Nor does she seem to have
entertained the idea that to draw on
childhood experience as material for
fiction does not necessarily make an
author child-like.

M ost of the chapters, we are
told, appeared originally as
essays in the New York Review

of Books. Many contain informative and
illuminating readings of children’s liter-
ature in the context of individual
authors’ private lives and social histo-
ries, particularly the chapters on Alcott
and Baum. But despite their prestigious
provenance, the essays betray rather
unsteady hermeneutics. For example,
when writing about the idealized deaths
of Dickens’ Little Nell and Alcott’s
Beth (in Little Women), Lurie declares,
“The hidden message to the reader is
that to stay at home safe with your par-
ents is to die.” This reading is problem-
atic on its own with regard to questions
of authorial intention. Equally difficult
to understand is why the feminist criti-
cal approach in which it is grounded
disappears from Lurie’s subsequent dis-
cussions of Rushdie’s Haroun and the Sea
of Stories and in the chapter on J. K.
Rowling’s Harry Potter series, which
provides a particularly obvious target
for feminist readers: the female profes-
sors at Hogwarts School are either fussy
or ditzy, and Harry’s friend Hermione is
a homely, teacher-pleasing prig, central-
casting shorthand for a studious girl.

The final third of the book is com-
prised of more general essays that focus
on a theme rather than an individual
author, and here the book’s now-you-
see-it, now-you-don’t thesis disappears
completely. This section begins with
“What Fairy Tales Tell Us.” The reader
will look for a reference to Bruno
Bettelheim in vain: this turns out to be
a discussion of the ideological function
of the genre in English and American
fairy tales from the Victorian age to the
present. A particularly interesting fea-
ture of this essay is the contrast
between English and American tales
and the lessons they contain about how
individuals take their places within
social structures:

The standard European fairy tale,
both traditional and modern,
takes place in a fixed social
world. In the usual plot, a poor
boy or girl…becomes rich or
marries into royalty. In a varia-
tion, a prince or
princess…regains his or her
rightful position….Usually the
social system is implicitly unques-
tioned, and remains unchanged;
what changes is the protagonist,
and what he or she hopes for is
to succeed within the terms of
this system. (pp. 132-133)

By contrast, Lurie claims, American
folk and fairy tales do not set much

Arrested development
by Elizabeth Bobrick

Boys and Girls Forever: Children’s Classics from Cinderella 

to Harry Potter by Alison Lurie. New York: Penguin

Books, 2003, 208 pp., $13.00 paper.

one country or another every year for
the last fifty years.

Wars are never fought for altruistic
reasons. They’re usually fought for hege-
mony, for business. And then of course,
there’s the business of war. Protecting its
control of the world’s oil is fundamental
to US foreign policy. The US govern-
ment’s recent military interventions in
the Balkans and Central Asia have to do
with oil. Hamid Karzai, the puppet pres-
ident of Afghanistan installed by the
United States, is said to be a former
employee of Unocal, the American-
based oil company. The US government’s
paranoid patrolling of the Middle East is
because it has two-thirds of the world’s
oil reserves. Oil keeps America’s engines
purring sweetly. Oil keeps the free market
rolling. Whoever controls the world’s oil
controls the world’s markets.

And how do you control the oil?
Nobody puts it more elegantly than the
New York Times columnist Thomas
Friedman. In an article called “Craziness
Pays,” he says “the US has to make clear
to Iraq and US allies that… America will
use force, without negotiation, hesitation,
or UN approval.” His advice was well
taken. In the wars against Iraq and
Afghanistan, as well as in the almost daily
humiliation the US government heaps on
the UN. In his book on globalization, The
Lexus and the Olive Tree, Friedman says,
“The hidden hand of the market will
never work without a hidden fist.
McDonald’s cannot flourish without
McDonnell Douglas…. And the hidden
fist that keeps the world safe for Silicon
Valleys technologies to flourish is called
the US Army, Air Force, Navy, and
Marine Corps.”

Perhaps this was written in a moment
of vulnerability, but it’s certainly the most
succinct, accurate description of the
project of corporate globalization that I
have read.

T here is a notion gaining credence
that the free market breaks down
national barriers, and that corpo-

rate globalization’s ultimate destination is
a hippie paradise where the heart is the
only passport and we all live together hap-
pily inside a John Lennon song (Imagine
there’s no country…). This is a canard.

What the free market undermines is
not national sovereignty, but democracy. As
the disparity between the rich and poor
grows, the hidden fist has its work cut
out for it. Multinational corporations on
the prowl for sweetheart deals that yield
enormous profits cannot push through
those deals and administer those projects
in developing countries without the
active connivance of state machinery—
the police, the courts, sometimes even
the army. Today corporate globalization
needs an international confederation of
loyal, corrupt, authoritarian governments
in poorer countries to push through
unpopular reforms and quell the
mutinies. It needs a press that pretends to
be free. It needs courts that pretend to
dispense justice. It needs nuclear bombs,
standing armies, sterner immigration
laws and watchful coastal patrols to make
sure that it’s only money, goods, patents
and services that are globalized—not the
free movement of people, not a respect
for human rights, not international
treaties on racial discrimination, or chem-
ical and nuclear weapons, or greenhouse
gas emissions, climate change, or, god
forbid, justice. It’s as though even a gesture
toward international accountability
would wreck the whole enterprise.

Close to one year after the War
Against Terror was officially flagged off
in the ruins of Afghanistan, freedoms are

being curtailed in country after country
in the name of protecting freedom, civil
liberties are being suspended in the name
of protecting democracy. All kinds of
dissent is being defined as “terrorism.”
All kinds of laws are being passed to deal
with it. Osama bin Laden seems to have
vanished into thin air. Mullah Omar is
said to have made his escape on a motor-
bike. (They could have sent Tin-Tin after
him.) The Taliban may have disappeared
but their spirit, and their system of sum-
mary justice, is surfacing in the unlikeliest
of places. In India, in Pakistan, in
Nigeria, in America, in all the Central
Asian republics run by all manner of
despots and of course in Afghanistan
under the US-backed Northern Alliance.

Meanwhile down at the mall there’s a
mid-season sale. Everything’s discount-
ed—oceans, rivers, oil, gene pools, fig
wasps, flowers, childhoods, aluminum
factories, phone companies, wisdom,
wilderness, civil rights, ecosystems, air—
all 4.6 billion years of evolution. It’s
packed, sealed, tagged, valued and avail-
able off the rack (no returns). As for jus-
tice—I’m told it’s on offer too. You can
get the best that money can buy.

Donald Rumsfeld said that his mis-
sion in the War Against Terror was to
persuade the world that Americans must
be allowed to continue their way of life.
When the maddened king stamps his
foot, slaves tremble in their quarters. So,
standing here today, it’s hard for me to
say this, but The American Way of Life is
simply not sustainable. Because it doesn’t
acknowledge that there is a world beyond
America.

Fortunately power has a shelf life.
When the time comes, maybe this mighty
empire will, like others before it, over-
reach itself and implode from within. It
looks as though structural cracks have
already appeared. As the War Against
Terror casts its net wider and wider,
America’s corporate heart is hemorrhag-
ing. For all the endless empty chatter
about democracy, today the world is run
by three of the most secretive institu-
tions in the world: the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the
World Trade Organization, all three of
which, in turn, are dominated by the
United States. Their decisions are made
in secret. The people who head them are
appointed behind closed doors. Nobody
really knows anything about them, their
politics, their beliefs, their intentions.
Nobody elected them. Nobody said they
could make decisions on our behalf. A
world run by a handful of greedy bankers
and CEOs who nobody elected can’t
possibly last.

Soviet-style communism failed, not
because it was intrinsically evil, but
because it was flawed. It allowed too few
people to usurp too much power.
Twenty-first century market capitalism,
American-style, will fail for the same
reasons. Both are edifices constructed
by human intelligence, undone by
human nature.

The time has come, the Walrus said.
Perhaps things will get worse and then
better. Perhaps there’s a small god up in
heaven readying herself for us. Another
world is not only possible, she’s on her
way. Maybe many of us won’t be here to
greet her, but on a quiet day, if I listen very
carefully, I can hear her breathing.

This essay is excerpted with permission from
a lecture given in Santa Fe, New Mexico, at
the Lensic Performing Arts Center, Septem-
ber 18, 2002, sponsored by the Lannan
Foundation. The full essay appears in War
Talk by Arundhati Roy, published this month
by South End Press. © 2003 Arundhati Roy.
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Amazon.com’s over 700 books on
Alzheimer’s are medicine-wagon
stuff for the most part, but about

a quarter are first-person accounts by
family members. Occasionally a gifted
writer enters Alzheimer’s narrative vor-
tex—John Bayley, for example, and now
the novelist Sue Miller, probably best
known for The Good Mother, a disturbing
novel that made a fan of me.

Miller has worked a very circum-
scribed terrain, a middle-class world of
ministers and psychoanalysts, wives and
mothers, whose families characteristically
have “camps” in Maine or New
Hampshire. She calls herself a “quintes-
sential WASP—without the family
money.” It’s an odd claim in these times,
but it does accurately describe her turf,
and I for one am interested. I respect the
way she creates suspense out of the
minute ethical decisions on which inti-
mate domestic life turns. And I would
forgive her a lot for her women, at once
willful and sexual and “good.”

In the past, Miller has steered clear of
nonfiction out of a sense that facts can’t
convey “exactly how it was.” That requires
rearranging personal memories, in her
view. “If I have a call,” she says, “I sup-
pose it is that.” Even while producing a
memoir, she clearly believes reordering
memory is the higher narrative path. The
Story of My Father is filled with rationales
for having written it, as if she believes the
form needs as many excuses as she can
muster. And The Distinguished Guest—one
of three novels she wrote while procras-
tinating over The Story—implicitly con-
demns the form as too shapely and self-
interested to reflect fairly the multiple
perspectives of family life.

Given these views, Miller would prob-
ably never have turned to memoir if
Alzheimer’s hadn’t made its demand that
unadulterated memory be honored. But
in 1986 the police called her about a man
who had gotten lost in the middle of the
night and knocked on someone’s door
saying he had met “small strange people”
in his journey. He had been driving a van,
he said, but he had no idea where it was.
It was her father, James Nichols.

There had been previous signs his
mind was deteriorating. Author of The
History of Christianity, 1650-1950 and
Academic Dean of Princeton Theological
Seminary, he’d always been writing some-
thing. But after her mother died from a
sudden heart attack, he stopped writing
and, for the first time in his career, stu-
dents began to complain about his lec-
tures. His sermons, too, suffered, and
once when Miller arrived for a planned
visit, he was surprised she was there.

Despite these lapses, she didn’t think
he was in really serious trouble. After all,
he had always been somewhat abstract,
and he was getting older. She assumed
the police had overreacted. They had not.
When she picked her father up, she
recalls, “He saw me with a kind of relief,
but with none of the deep recognition
that lights a face.” And he was delusion-
al, telling her “with delight… about little
people who had spoken to him.” At first
she opposed his hallucinations with logic,

as if he were a misguided and irritating
child. “So I guess I was seeing things,” he
responded. Then, “Doggone, I never
thought I’d lose my mind.”

Miller herself was not so nonchalant.
Her father had been her refuge from the
“high drama” of her mother, a woman
Miller still dislikes so much that she can
barely mention her without a sarcastic
aside. And now this bulwark of sanity
was rapidly losing his grasp on reality.
There was the fear, too, that Miller might
share his fate.

Throughout her father’s decline,
Miller found herself clutching at any sign
that he was superior to other victims of
AD, a tendency common, she observes,
among those whose intimates are over-
taken by the disease. At his continuing
care facility, she kept signing him up for
lectures as though she shared his notion
that he was enrolled in an odd sort of
college. (One thing he couldn’t figure out:
“No one ever seems to graduate from
here.”) She even bought him a ticket for
the symphony at a point when he clearly
couldn’t be trusted not to wander off.

For a long time after the facility’s staff
found her father intractable, Miller took
pride in the fact that she could still man-

age him. Then he turned on her as well.
Ultimately, he died from a tumor Miller
suggests she might have recognized earli-
er if she had trusted her instinct that he
was in pain—or known, as the staff
should have, that AD victims often use
aggression to express discomfort.

A fter her father’s death, Miller suf-
fered from dreams in which she
failed to help him. She tried thera-

py; then, like so many of AD’s secondary
victims, began to write a memoir. “Of
course,” as she says, “it was not so simple.”
She abandoned the memoir three times in
the next decade, writing The Distinguished
Guest, While I Was Gone and The World Below
in the process. As she explains in the after-
word of The Story of My Father, these nov-
els “interrupted” work on the memoir;
they “came along” like unintended preg-
nancies. In fact, they represent extremely
interesting attempts to deal both with the
themes her father’s illness brought to mind
and with her unease about writing nonfic-
tion. They are part of her project, in other
words, not interruptions.

They must not have satisfied her con-
science, however, because in the end she
came back to the intransigent memoir.
Her problem, she thought, was produc-
ing a confident nonfiction voice. But
memoir does not require a confident
voice. It isn’t textbook stuff. And the fic-
tions Miller wrote when she wasn’t writ-
ing The Story of My Father include remark-
able examples of successful nonfiction
voices. Something else was wrong.

One challenge she faced was that her
father had never “called up any of those
little incidents from childhood” that her
mother “specialized in.” She doesn’t think
“he used his personal memories in coming

Stranger than fiction
by Sharon Thompson 

The Story of My Father: A Memoir by Sue Miller. New York:

Alfred A. Knopf, 2003, 174 pp., $22.50 hardcover.

store by wealth and position. Their
heroes and heroines are sceptics, criti-
cal of those who abuse power and of
traditional social roles they themselves
are expected to play.

I n “Louder than Words: Children’s
Book Illustrations,” Lurie considers
the differences between older and

more recent visual depictions of tradi-
tional stories, concluding that the more
recent versions are, with some excep-
tions, less realistic and hence less fright-
ening than their predecessors. (Anyone
who has seen the older Disney animat-
ed movies—Sleeping Beauty, for exam-
ple—with a child, or as a child, may dis-
agree.) She does not address the effects
on illustration of changing technologies
of pictorial reproduction, nor does she
take into account the influence of mod-
ern art on modern artists, the children’s
book illustrators themselves.

The conclusions drawn in this chap-
ter are sometimes difficult to under-
stand. Although this reviewer is no fan
of the Disney versions, which Lurie
says “leave no space for the imagina-
tion,” it seems gratuitous to lump
author/illustrator Arnold Lobel with
Uncle Walt. Lurie objects to Lobel’s
version of Mother Goose: “The comic
exaggerations and loose, sketchy tech-
nique of his drawings, in which pencil
lines and brush marks are visible, can
destroy the illusion, reminding us that
these pictures were made by a human
hand and are not magical visions.”
Lurie, elsewhere a decided critic of the
sentimental view of children, here
shows herself to be perhaps uncon-
sciously inclined toward it, or at least to
doubt children’s ability to understand
that sometimes a wonderful picture is
just a wonderful picture..

The final chapter, “Enchanted
Forests and Secret Gardens: Nature in
Children’s Literature” is beautifully
written, a true essay in which we see
the author’s mind at play. Lurie uses a
voice more unfettered than anywhere
else in this collection and warms to her
topic in a way that excites enthusiasm
in the reader.

For me, and I think for most
children who have really known
it, untamed nature seemed both
powerful and sentient—a con-
scious force. The simplest
rhymes assumed this: “Rain, rain,
go away! Come again some other
day,” my sister and I chanted as
the gray drops blurred the glass.
The clear implication was that
the rain could hear us, even if it
chose not to do as we asked.
This didn’t seem strange: after
all, nature often spoke by signs—
the rainbow that marked the end
of the storm, the groundhog that
did or did not see its shadow on
February second. (p. 172)

She goes on to incorporate into her
discussion, briefly but seamlessly and
with great sensitivity, how nature is
portrayed in a host of children’s clas-
sics: Grimms’ Fairy Tales, Goodnight Moon,
At the Back of the North Wind,
Huckleberry Finn, The Wind in the
Willows, Winnie the Pooh, Little House on
the Prairie, The Secret Garden and
Charlotte’s Web. I wish that Lurie had
chosen to expand this chapter into a
book, for here we see what we have
come to expect from this Pulitzer
Prize-winning novelist: a vibrant,
engaging style and a wide and deep
knowledge of children’s literature.

Built to Win
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LESLIE HEYWOOD AND SHARI L. DWORKIN
Foreword by Julie Foudy
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T o most outsiders,” writes Jane
Howard, a former correspondent
for the BBC World Service and

The Guardian, “Iran remains a mystery.”

It is Middle Eastern, but not Arab.
It has a grim, dark image of revo-
lution and terror, yet travelers
report warm, hospitable people
who love to meet foreigners.
Women cannot travel abroad with-
out their husband’s permission, yet
more girls than boys go to univer-
sity. Iran defies description, and
visiting journalists, even the most
committed, tend to find what they
expect to find and seek no further.
Few of them travel outside the big
cities of Tehran, Isfahan and
Shiraz, and few grasp the geo-
graphical complexities and vast-
ness of the country. (p. 17) 

Now a free-lance journalist living in
Geneva, Jane Howard lived in Iran from
1996 to 2000 with her two sons and her
husband, whose job with the United
Nation had taken them there.

Iran traces its civilization to pre-Islamic
Zoroastrian roots: although “at the great
ceremonial site of Persepolis and else-
where, women are notably absent… Yet
the queen’s quarters are clearly marked,
and in later periods several women took
the throne.” Contemporary Iran is an
Islamic (Shi’a) state in search of political
legitimacy while fiercely struggling to
become modern, independent and eco-
nomically self-sufficient.

Howard was fascinated to observe
Iran’s difference from Turkey, where
religion is kept carefully out of govern-
ment. “Compared to Turkey,” she notes,
“Iran has comparatively few mosques or
outward signs of mass worship. If
Martians landed tomorrow in both
countries, there might be some confu-
sion about which state was the post-rev-
olutionary theocracy.”

Aware of the complexity of Iran’s cul-
ture, geography and ethnic diversity,
Howard takes her critique of “visiting
journalists” seriously and avoids limiting
her observations to the big urban centers
and their people. She traveled widely to
shed light on experiences of Iranian
women, from the agricultural villages of
northern Iran to the inaccessible tribal
areas of the south, from the urban poor
to the educated middle-class and upper-
middle-class women in Tehran, from
members of parliament to the newly
empowered women political elite. Intent
on unraveling many of the prevailing
myths, Howard set out to explore the
“paradox of Iranian women who find no
contradiction between traditional,
Islamic values and Western-style ambi-
tions.” The result is a comprehensive and
highly engaging account of a self-con-
sciously religious state and a transitional
society coming to terms with its educat-
ed, restless young and its rapidly growing
population.

“The great variety of ethnic origins
and different lifestyles,” Howard notes,
“make it a hopeless task to try to describe

a typical day in the life of an Iranian
woman.” For example,

Many highly religious women stay
at home, cover themselves careful-
ly and center their lives on their
children and husbands. Yet others
from the same traditional back-
grounds go to work, leaving their
children with relatives or putting
them in the office daycare…
Others lead lives a Westerner could
identify with. If they have the
means, they shop in supermarkets,
own two cars, take holidays abroad
and wear international brand-name
clothes. Most people’s social lives
revolve around their family, yet in
the big cities, youngsters go to par-
ties and cafés to socialize. (p. 20)

Howard cogently covers a host of
issues: social life in Iran, including religion
and politics; health and reproduction;
education and employment; marriage and
divorce; art and entertainment; tribal
nomads and foreign “nomads” whose
lives, for better or for worse, are inter-
twined with those of their Iranian-born
husbands. To understand the experiences
of women first-hand and to learn of their
problems and the sociopolitical constraint
facing them, Howard visited, observed,
talked and interviewed state officials in
the provinces as well as ordinary people
whose lives were directly influenced by
the state policies. She treats the subjects
of each chapter critically but fairly, neither
romanticizing them unduly nor disparag-
ing them harshly.

W hat is refreshing about
Howard’s approach to the lives
of Iranian women is that she

focuses on their worldviews and experi-
ences and resists the temptation to inter-
ject her own voice and interpretations. She
allows her subjects to explain the realities
of their own lives. Howard is, of course,
not without ideas, opinions or interpreta-
tions of her own. She is an astute observ-
er and asks pertinent questions to bring
out the complexities of the situation.
Where she does venture her opinion or
offer interpretation, it is with knowledge
gained from her long interactions with
Iranians and reflects her resistance to
entrenched stereotypes and lazy general-
izations. Her effective use of photographs
further adds to the richness of data on
Iranian women’s lives.

Of particular interest is
the chapter “Knowledge
from Cradle to Grave,” in
which Howard follows
women’s educational prog-
ress since the revolution of
1979. Women’s literacy has
improved phenomenally,
and schoolgirls are pulling
ahead of boys, even in
many rural areas. The
Islamic regime 

poured money into
building new schools
and employing more

teachers…. [T]he curriculum for
boys and girls is exactly the same.
The laws on Islamic dress, no mat-
ter how restrictive they are for
Westernized city dwellers of north
Tehran, have had a liberating effect
on young village girls. Their fathers
allowed them to go to school for
the first time, in the belief that
they were safely covered up on the
streets. Moreover, they did not
have as far to travel, now that prac-
tically every village had a school,
the teachers were women and the
curriculum was reassuringly
Islamic. (pp. 84-85)

“To put Iran’s achievement in the field
of education into context,” Howard
observes, “by the year 2000 the adult
female literacy rate was around seventy-
two percent” and “more women than
men were entering university.”

Howard is correct in underscoring the
rapid and continuous rise in the literacy
rate in Iran. But she should have also
noted that the growth in the overall liter-
acy rate of girls could not have come
about had the ground not already been
paved by the literacy core program initiat-
ed by the late Shah and sent all over Iran.
What is significant in the educational pro-
grams implemented after the revolution
of 1979 is that the state provided religious
legitimacy and a hospitable environment
that encouraged conservative families
throughout the country to send their
daughters to school: “The emphasis on
segregated education and compulsory
Islamic dress, which outside Iran symbol-
izes women’s oppression, has enabled
many girls from conservative families to
go to school for the first time.”

D espite such progress, however,
big problems still remain, includ-
ing the quality of education, the

ability to use one’s education in a satisfy-
ing profession and the generation gap.
Howard attributes the last to the increase
of literacy among youth, which has result-
ed in restlessness. But then, “one of the
most delicious ironies of recent Iranian
history is that newly educated women
have used their votes to redirect the
course of the Islamic revolution.”
Women and youths overwhelmingly
voted for Khatami, the reformist presi-
dential candidate in 1997 and 2001, who
advocated rule of law, democracy, civil
society and greater individual rights for
women and youth.

Howard discusses the role of women
politicians and legislators in bringing about
changes in the status of women in Iran.
She provides evidence of the alliances
within and between the religious dynasties
that constitute the ruling elite in Iran. For
example, one of the women representa-
tives who was “inspired to go into politics
by Ayatollah Khomeini” is Fatemeh
Rakeie, a linguistics professor at the all-
women Al-Zahra University and a “mem-

Participant observer
by Shahla Haeri 

Inside Iran: Women’s Lives by Jane Howard. Washington, DC:

Mage Publishers, 2002, 255 pp., $29.95 paper.

to understand himself.” Much as Miller
admires this reserve, she must have found
it frustrating to have so little about his his-
tory to tap. She solves the difficulty, to a
degree, by focusing on him as an adult—
already her father, the man whose “calm”
and “forgetfulness of self ” was her
refuge. On its face, this is an apt solution.
But her devotion to her father’s reputation
and perspective clouds her peripheral
vision, with very damaging results.

In the opening elegant passage of the
book, for example, she recalls that his
voice always changed when he talked
about her uncles, radical Christians who
believed Jesus “was speaking of a neces-
sary action… when he called on his follow-
ers ‘to turn the other cheek.’” One uncle
had refused to register for the draft,
spending the Second World War in a fed-
eral prison; the other had requested alter-
native service. Her father, in contrast, took
advantage of a ministerial exemption, a
choice Miller sees as ethically inferior. It’s
not an idea she likes—her father at the
bottom of the ethical pecking order—and
her attention is so fixed on making him
into her uncles’ ethical equal that she over-
looks the possibility that a reader might
find an invocation of Jesus’ turn-the-
other-cheek philosophy tone deaf in the
context of the Second World War. (Should
the Jews have turned the other cheek?) 

Then there’s Miller’s treatment of her
mother. In looking back at her parents’
marriage in light of learning that
Alzheimer’s may begin very, very early in
life, she realizes that her mother’s tireless
efforts to get her husband to recognize her
may have helped forestall his disease. It’s
potentially an illuminating lens on their
relationship: her mother’s struggle to
impress herself on his blank mind led ulti-
mately to her heart attack; losing her gave
Alzheimer’s free rein in his mind. Were The
Story of My Father a fiction, Miller would
have done both sides of the conflict jus-
tice. I’ve never felt bias in her fictions. But
here she never leaves her father’s side,
never drops her grudge against her moth-
er—a failure that leads her to find it
“funny,” for example, to imagine her hys-
terical mother “as a chemical force… lay-
ing siege” to her husband’s brain.

How can such a subtle, intelligent
writer make mistakes like these? Her
child’s-eye view, I think, is to blame, her
adulation of her father. Miller simply
loves him too much to read his life, or her
own writing about his life, with a critical
eye. As a result, to the extent The Story of
My Father is about James Nichols, it is less
a memoir than a eulogy. But it is also a
moving and perceptive case history, a con-
tribution to the literature of Alzheimer’s, a
literature that I hope the progress of sci-
ence will soon curtail. If only George
Bush would get out of the way.
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I n Bonnie Friedman’s memoir about
seven years of therapy, she follows
what Freud called the fundamental

rule of psychoanalysis: communicate
everything that comes to mind. Do not
exclude any idea because it is too dis-
agreeable, indiscreet, irrelevant, or non-
sensical. The Thief of Happiness includes
interchanges with her pseudonymous
psychoanalyst Dr. Harriet Sing, a pas-
tiche of childhood remembrances,
assorted musings about love and life,
and feverish fantasies. Friedman reports
sundry details of meals, shopping trips,
phone conversations and household
chores. She puts readers in the position
of the psychoanalyst who must locate
what Freud called “precious metal”
buried in the “many tons of ore” that
free association produces. Those who
prefer stories with discernible plots will
throw up their hands. But there is
method to Friedman’s madness:
although she risks sounding self-indul-
gent, there is no more truthful way to
tell a psychoanalysis.

As in most varieties of psychody-
namic therapy, transference—the emo-
tionally charged relationship between
therapist and patient—was the pivot of
the therapy. Dr. Sing was remote, aus-
tere and sparing in her words. Apart
from her wardrobe—blue skirts,
starched white blouses and riding
boots—Friedman knew little about her.
This left ample room for her uncon-
scious to run free, which is precisely the
effect Sing intended. Friedman was
instantly propelled into an intense infat-
uation: “Little mattered now besides
Harriet Sing. Everyone else was merely
metaphoric.” Sing encouraged this
absorption: “If I say I felt lonely, she
responds, ‘You felt lonely for me,’ and I
know she’s right. A journalist…writes
me a flirtatious letter and I compose a
flirtatious reply. ‘Don’t send it to him,’
she advises. ‘It’s meant for me.’”

As the years wore on, Friedman’s
feelings for Dr. Sing grew more compli-
cated and volatile, careening from slav-
ish admiration to resentment to disillu-
sionment. Nonetheless, she remained
besotted. Even when Friedman came to
see Sing as the “thief of happiness,” the
psychoanalyst’s hold remained tenacious
and the attachment difficult to sever.

In the century since Freud proposed
transference love, psychoanalysts have
reconceived it in a number of ways.
Transference is now broadly construed
to encompass the full range of emotions
that come into play in self-other rela-
tionships inside and outside therapy.
Many analysts now understand it not
only as the residue of early childhood
but also as continually reshaped through
daily living. Many theorists no longer
focus narrowly on the patient’s emotion-
al baggage: instead they view the thera-
pist-patient relationship as an emergent
process in which both psyches mutually
influence each other.

Friedman’s notions of transference,
in contrast, hew closely to Freud’s early

formulations. She portrays her years in
treatment as a time when mysterious
forces gripped her psychic life. Like tor-
nadoes, they seemed to touch down
without warning. They took their toll on
her marriage, friendships, psychic equi-
librium and even physical health, while
she felt powerless to curb them. Then,
unaccountably, the forces dissipated.
Friedman seems to find the gains she
made in psychoanalysis equally mysteri-
ous and unwilled. She says, for example,
“[T]o my surprise, I turned into a person
who could think judiciously.” In her
eyes, psychoanalysis is akin to witch-
craft, and she sums up the experience as
a “supremely useful…spiritual appren-
ticeship.” But attributing so much power
to psychoanalysis keeps her from credit-
ing her own agency.

R eaders may well ask what actually
did happen in Friedman’s therapy.
Did she change because of her

therapy or in spite of it? Her writer’s
block—the problem for which she
entered therapy—dissipated in two
weeks. Why did she stay in therapy for

seven additional years? Was analysis a
trap that sidetracked her from productive
and healthy living? Or did it ultimately
enable her to write, live zestfully and
rekindle a humdrum marriage? These
questions have no easy answers. This is
why scientifically-minded practitioners
(and cost-conscious managed-care com-
panies) are wary of psychoanalysis.

Some will read The Thief of Happiness
as a story of self-discovery, spiritual
growth and healing. Others will read it as
a grim tale of humbuggery. At one point,
Friedman herself pronounces Dr. Sing a
humbug—the “Great Gatsby of
Psychoanalysis,” the “Wizard of Oz.”
Was Dr. Sing brilliant or inept? Was she
deluded by her own theories? Was she
just fleecing her patient? Friedman poses
these questions, but adroitly sidesteps
their answers, leaving them for the read-
er to ponder. Psychoanalysis, after all,
implies that reality is never what it
appears to be.

I must underscore that Friedman’s
encounter with psychotherapy was not
at all typical. Even among psychoana-
lysts, the orthodox form that Dr. Sing
espoused has been on the wane for sev-
eral decades. To keep an individual,
especially one who had no significant
clinical psychopathology, in treatment
for seven years is a dubious practice.
And the aloof stance that Sing assumed
has largely given way to a more active,
conversational, egalitarian one. In
Friedman’s telling, Sing’s pronounce-
ments are often stagey and her interpre-
tations cryptic. Indeed, her remarks
sometimes sound like a parody of ther-
apeutic arrogance. One example:
Friedman worried that if she deferred
getting pregnant until treatment was
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ber of the Women’s Society of Islamic
Republic, [which is] headed by Khomeini’s
daughter.” “With her close links to the rul-
ing establishment,” Howard observes,
“Rakeie was typical of the kind of women
who have figured in politics since the rev-
olution.” Although Iran’s first Human
Development Report (1999) “lists twenty-
three laws and regulations enacted after
1979 to protect women’s rights,” including
“laws paving the way for the reintroduc-
tion of birth control and amendments to
the laws on divorce, custody, widows’ pen-
sions, and employment,” Howard notes
that “critics say successive parliaments
have rarely given women’s rights priority
or tackled issues head on.”

Howard’s narrative culminates in a dis-
cussion of the complicated and often
contradictory lives of foreign “nomads,”
which for better or worse have become
entangled with those of the Iranian men
whom they married. These non-Iranian
women often find themselves caught in
webs of kinship relations and traditional
expectations that they cannot quite com-
prehend. Howard highlights the pain and
joy of those Euro-Americans who live in
Iran with their husbands. Some, like Jane
(not the author), who opened a highly
successful restaurant with her husband in
Kashan (an ancient city at the edge of
Iran’s great Salt Desert), preferred to stay
in Iran because of the “kids.” Jane liked
“the people here, they are very kind, very
nice and very polite.” But others have suf-
fered, particularly those who have married
into religious families. Anna, a devout
Roman Catholic who escaped from
Hungary at the time of the 1956 uprising,
described her anxiety to Howard in the
aftermath of her hysterectomy: “While
her husband nursed her throughout her
illness and manfully looked after the chil-
dren, her in-laws pressured her to get a
divorce, the implication being that she was
now ‘damaged goods.’”

Howard does not give the same atten-
tion to the lives of non-European wives
of Iranian men. She highlights a gather-
ing of foreign women converts in Qom,
where an articulate black American
Muslim woman organized an annual
meeting in memory of Malcolm X and
challenged the masculinist monopoly on
martyrdom. One would have liked to
hear about how such women engaged
issues of kinship and patriarchy in Iran.

But overall, Howard’s readers come
away better informed about the society
and women of Iran, carrying with them
stories about the lives of a wide range of
individuals and the structural limitations
of a culture. I enjoyed reading her book
and highly recommend it.

Afghan refugee children in 
Kashan. From IInnssiiddee  IIrraann..



L ike many other North Americans
and other “internationalistas”
from Latin America, Japan and

Western Europe, I spent a lot of time
during the Reagan years either in
Nicaragua or organizing solidarity against
the Contra war. Following the July 1979
Sandinista Revolution that dislodged the
Somoza dictatorship and its cruel
National Guard from power, activists
from the sixties movements along with a
new generation of anti-imperialists,
including huge numbers of North
American lesbian and gay activists, flood-
ed Nicaragua in response to the
Sandinistas’ call for international brigades
to assist with a literacy program and help
rebuild the war-torn and impoverished
nation of 2.5 million people.

I didn’t get to experience that first
euphoric moment. Within a year the
United States government, led by Jimmy
Carter, began its project to banish the
Sandinistas and to restore Somocismo
without Somoza, who was assassinated in
his Paraguayan exile in June 1980. By the
time I visited the new Nicaragua in May
1981, three months into the Reagan
administration, his campaign promise to
overthrow the “communistic terrorists”
in Nicaragua was well under way. On my
second trip to Nicaragua in December
1981, the (sole) Nicaraguan airliner that I
was waiting to board in the Mexico City
airport blew up in our faces. It was the
first admitted act of terrorism by the
quickly assembled former Somoza
guardsmen in Honduras under the aegis
of the US embassy, soon to be headed
and controlled by John Negroponte (now
US ambassador to the United Nations).

I spent most of the next seven years in
the northeastern war zone of Nicaragua,
monitoring the vicious Contra war and its
human rights violations, reporting back
in the US and to the United Nations’
human rights bodies. I spent little time in
the western interior or the capital,
Managua, so I never met many of the
brilliant Sandinista leaders, including
Gioconda Belli.

But by 1970, years before the revolu-
tion, I knew of Belli’s work—prize-win-
ning feminist poetry and fiction. She
was the first Nicaraguan woman writer
proudly to write erotic verse that
shocked the establishment. It was poet-
ry and feminism that led Belli to join
the Sandinista National Liberation
Front (FSLN), as she began leading a
double life outside her bourgeois mar-
riage and motherhood in semi-clandes-
tine Managua bohemia.

Now Belli has treated us to a literary
memoir that reads like the best fiction.
Many memoirs, even penned by the
finest of writers, fall short as literature
due to the constraints involved in truth-
telling about oneself and, even more so,
about friends and family. Belli’s memoir
is so open, truthful and generous in spir-
it that one forgets or finds it hard to
believe that the author is the protagonist.

Belli takes seriously the feminist slo-
gan, “The personal is political,” and
moves through her coming to conscious-
ness, revolutionary ventures and feminist
failings, making connections and self-
criticism rarely found in revolutionary
memoirs—Emma Goldman and Elaine
Brown being notable exceptions,
although neither claimed to be a great
writer. She exhibits no bitterness, no vin-
dictiveness or self-righteousness. Nor
does she apologize for the revolution or
regret her historical role in it.

I n some ways, Belli’s story is a collec-
tive memoir, reflecting the experi-
ence of thousands of professional

and upper-class young women and men
who abandoned their privileged lives to
join what was, at its base, a mass peasant-
worker movement. It resonates with the
experiences of the critical mass of
women who became Sandinistas—nearly
half the combatants and clandestine
activists by the time of the revolution.

The Sandinista revolution was not the
only national insurgency to coincide with
the Women’s Liberation Movement. In
southern Africa, Mozambique, Angola
and Zimbabwe won their freedom
through guerrilla warfare during the sec-
ond half of the 1970s. The Iranian,
Afghan and Grenadian revolutions took
place at the same time that the FSLN
came to power in Nicaragua. But the
FSLN was the first successful revolution
consciously to recruit and incorporate
self-proclaimed feminists into its ranks.
Women like Gioconda Belli, Nora
Astorga, Sofia Montenegro, Daisy
Zamora and dozens of others attribute
their revolutionary consciousness (anti-
imperialist and pro-working class) to
their new-found feminist consciousness.
Once inside the FSLN, they were not
willing simply to serve coffee and male
sexual appetites or to crank the mimeo-
graph machine. These women also
brought a feminist consciousness to the
poorer women they worked with. This
was one of the reasons that thousands
of North American and Western
European feminists were drawn to sup-
port the Sandinistas.

Belli convincingly argues that there
would not have been a triumphal revolu-
tion in Nicaragua without the women,
and specifically without a feminist con-
sciousness that allows women to fulfill
their powerful potential. Perhaps more
controversially to those identified with
the revolution, she argues that a fatal
flaw that contributed to the FSLN’s
1990 electoral defeat was the systematic
exclusion of women from top leader-
ship positions in government, foreign
policy and the military. She does not
deny that the US-sponsored Contra
war—dubbed “low-intensity warfare”
by its designers—whittled away support
for the FSLN as the government was
forced to impose the draft, rationing,
censorship and curtailment of civil lib-

erties. Even by 1983, the entire popula-
tion (including foreign supporters like
me) was exhausted, sleep-deprived, in
constant danger of death and afraid of
what appeared to be an imminent full-
scale aerial bombing of Nicaraguan
cities by the US military. “I will never
cease to be appalled at the utterly ven-
omous, unwarranted manner in which
the United States acted toward a tiny
country that simply tried to do things its
own way, even if this meant making its
own mistakes,” Belli writes.

The saddest section of the book is
Chapter 55, in which Belli recalls her
grief at the Sandinistas’ electoral defeat.
She had been disgusted with the FSLN’s
electoral campaign:

I watched the advertising on tele-
vision in disbelief, wondering
how they could have put together
such an incredibly tactless,
obnoxious campaign, complete
with rock and roll music. While
people mourned so many young
kids who had died in the war,
while they endured hunger and
terrible hardships, the FSLN’s
propaganda conveyed such a fes-
tive atmosphere… (p. 355)

Belli, like most Sandinistas, believed
the FSLN would win, and that with the
disintegration of the Soviet Union and
Reagan out of office, perhaps the Cold
War rationale for ousting the Sandinistas
would halt and the short-lived democracy
of the revolution could return to
Nicaragua. But it was not to be.

My desolation filled with the pres-
ence of all my dead friends, but
this time the feeling was devastat-
ing. I felt they were dying again,
dying in vain, their deaths futile,
their lives wasted. So many lives
had been lost. And now there
were more. With the counterrevo-
lution, the death toll was up to
fifty thousand. And it had to end
like this! (p. 358)

T he Country Under My Skin is the
ultimate insider’s view of a rev-
olutionary process. In his rave

review in the New York Review of Books
last November, New York Times corre-
spondent Stephen Kinzer, who covered
Sandinista Nicaragua for the Times and
knew Belli well when she was the FSLN
press secretary, writes that it’s “not real-
ly an insider’s account… No woman
will ever be able to write such an
account, because no woman was ever
admitted to the Sandinista elite.” I dis-
agree with that view. Before the FSLN
came to power and for three years after,
Belli was the companion of Henry Ruíz
(she uses his nom de guerre, Modesto),
one of the nine members of the all-
male National Directorate. The rela-
tionship is straight out of Robin
Morgan’s The Demon Lover, an obsessive,
humiliating and self-destructive affair
from which Belli finally liberated herself
and the feminist ideals she had sacri-
ficed. She writes:

I didn’t know how to be alone. I
had exposed myself to bullets,
death; I had smuggled weapons,
given speeches, received awards,
had children—so many things, but
a life without men, without love,
was alien to me, I felt I had no
existence unless a man’s voice said
my name and a man’s love ren-
dered my life worthwhile. It was
not a question of denying men a
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over, she might be too old to conceive.
“Have you and Paul considered adop-
tion?” Sing responded.

It’s difficult to see what Friedman
offers to a feminist audience. The Thief
of Happiness is a book about relation-
ships among women—Friedman and
her mother, sister, girlfriends and thera-
pist. Friedman’s difficulties with ambi-
tion, envy, achievement, self-depreca-
tion and invisibility all have gendered
dimensions. But she does not draw on
gender as a framework for understand-
ing her experiences. Nor, evidently, was
feminism a part of the social worlds she
moved in.

Dr. Sing, it seems, slept through
feminism. Many feminist therapists will
take issue with the book jacket’s claim
that this offers “a portrait of…what
good therapy is like.” According to
Friedman, Sing created a therapist-
client relationship in which a hierarchy
of power and authority prevailed. She
scrupulously avoided self-disclosure,
fostered a cult-like atmosphere of spe-
cialness and encouraged Friedman’s
emotional dependency. She refused to
bend her therapeutic practices to
accommodate practical realities. Some
years into therapy, Friedman moved
from Massachusetts to southern
Connecticut, now four hours from
Sing’s office. Yet when she raised the
question of changing to another thera-
pist, Sing’s response was swift and suc-
cinct: “Switching therapists is like
switching mothers.” When Friedman
broached the topic of termination
(“When will you ever let me leave?”),
Sing said, “Your very restlessness is a
sign that you have more work to do.”

L overs of language may relish
Friedman’s poetic sensibility. Her
prose overflows with lush word-

pictures and glittery imagery. When the
language works, the effect is incandes-
cent. Consider this admiring description
of her sister’s handwriting: “a parade of
characters tumbling across the page, her
plump lowercase a’s Winston Churchills
propped by a cane, her m’s the top of
the Ten Commandments.” However, as
one ornate simile was piled on another,
I began to feel like a dessert cart had
toppled over on me. Some are strained:
“Her flaws proliferated like the arms on
Shiva…. Each flaw was a myriad cold
blue hand”; “These thoughts… [resem-
bled] the jellyfishlike lobes of an under-
water plant, bloated, pallid.” Some are
baffling. This reader longed for some
crisp, clean sentences.

First-person accounts of therapy are
not plentiful. Although therapists often
write about their cases to promote cer-
tain treatment methods, such accounts
tell us little about the ways in which
clients experience therapy. Some
clients’ accounts are intended to be
didactic, such as Ann France’s
Consuming Therapy. Others capitalize on
a trendy diagnosis, such as Jane Phillips’
The Magic Daughter, a depiction of mul-
tiple personality disorder. But Friedman
takes a different path, and for this she
should be praised. Her book is not a
brief for psychoanalysis. She has no
diagnosis to flaunt, only ordinary mis-
eries. Lying on Dr. Sing’s couch, she
inevitably seems myopic; her perspec-
tive reaches only as far as her
stockinged feet. She often sounds self-
absorbed, petulant and childish. Yet to
undergo psychoanalysis is a humbling,
uncertain and radical project. To com-
pose a portrait of the experience is an
act of courage, and to share the portrait
an act of generosity.
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I am puzzled how to approach Kathy
Harrison’s book. Should it be looked
at as an ordinary woman’s day-to-day

journal of the banal routine of caring for
an endless succession of abused and neg-
lected children (which it is)? Should it be
read as the passionately personal account
of the successes and failures with some of
those children, or as a lucid introduction
to the byzantine intricacies of the Child
Welfare system (which it is)? Or should I
simply accept it as a very good read
(which it quite definitely is)?

Harrison has been a foster parent, pro-
fessionally, for thirteen years, and Another
Place at the Table is a report of a few high
and low points of her experience in the
field. It begins with her decision to take in
two young sisters to care for in her own
home. Though the Harrisons adopt Angie
and Neddy soon afterwards, their arrival
involves the family in the Massachusetts
foster care system and draws Kathy
Harrison’s attention to the desperate, des-
perately growing need for foster care.

She is blessed with an extraordinarily
supportive husband; the family of three
almost-grown sons and the two adopted
little girls soon swells even further with
transient waifs and foundlings who come
and go, and whose young lives are graph-
ic demonstrations of physical and sexual
abuse, parental neglect, congenital disabil-
ity, mental handicap and psychological
trauma. The birth mothers who show up,
sporadically and unreliably, for visitations,

are often children themselves, helplessly
in the throes of poverty or addiction and
victims of a general cluelessness about
children’s needs. As Harrison gains expe-
rience, she takes on emergency place-
ments and harder and harder cases. She is
also eager to adopt another little boarder
with whom she’s fallen in love. She won-
ders herself, periodically and poignantly,
what’s the matter with her. But clearly her
insights into the needs of these forsaken
children make her as inevitably and intrin-
sically their nurturer as—well—as Mozart
was a musician. Some things there is no
getting away from, and it is no surprise
that by the end of her account Harrison
has become something of a leader in fos-
ter care as well as a spokeswoman and
advocate for the cause.

So I am ashamed to confess that, for
me, the pleasures of reading Another Place
at the Table had more to do with the dra-
matic content of Harrison’s failures than
the triumph of her good works. If I
couldn’t put the book down, it was for
pretty much the same reason that I ate up
the first six copies of True Confessions I
ever laid eyes on—cover to cover on a
train from Utica in 1951—flinging aside
the respectable volume I’d brought along
to be seen with in public, and wallowing
blissfully all the way to Springfield in the
interesting squalor of True Life.

Unfortunately, while the squalor of
True Life makes for absorbing reading, it
doesn’t readily lend itself to cogent liter-
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role in my life, but I was deter-
mined to stop being emotionally
dependent on them. I no longer
wanted a man to have life-or-death
power over me. (p. 290)

Belli’s retrospective understanding is
profound. Hers is truly an insider’s
account of a kind unlikely to be written
by a man, or even a woman who was not
a feminist.

Now married to a US citizen, a fel-
low-writer, Belli divides her time
between her beloved Nicaragua and her
home and family in Los Angeles, an
activist in both places: “I continue to be
another of the many citizens of this
world who are passionately convinced

that our planet will only survive if we
eliminate the gross inequalities that
divide its people,” she writes.

Every young woman involved in
political movements—mainstream or
oppositional—should read this book
as a self-help manual. For them, and
for the rest of us, it is a true work of
literature, story-telling at its best, as
well as an inspiration. Belli’s closing
words are a call to stay in the revolu-
tion for the long haul: “My deaths, my
dead, were not in vain. This is a relay
race to the end of time. In the United
States, just as in Nicaragua, I am the
same Quixota who learned through
life’s battles that defeat can be as much
of an illusion as victory.”
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Love after 9/11

1.

The worst photos were not beaming wedding birthday graduation taped
to lampposts subway   billboards any walls at all

not even the ones you start to recognize yeah that’s
Angela Brendan Carmen   Teresa last seen wearing
Mohammed, yes, Mohammed

The worst clips were not the plane striking the tower
and then the second plane the first   then the second.
Again. Again.

Not the hordes of people running through streets covered in ash
not the pet rescuers
not the weeping firefighters
not the vast twisted steel 
not the mountains of contamination

not even the people insisting their loved one was not dead just
missing after   7 days   10 days   15 days

No, to me the worst were the ones they stopped showing after the first day so
maybe the papers agreed, photos of tiny
bodies hurling themselves from windows   90   100 floors up
so hot they jumped

caught by the worst photos in the vertical flow of traffic
just jumped   midfall   almost to ground zero   not yet named

Are we that small?
A bad question but not the worst
No, to me the worst question is were they

that frightened
that desperate
that hot

2.

Yesterday we made love for the first time since 9/11–
too tired, too raw, too in motion. I had to say
let’s do it: later, after we walk the dog,
after Key Food, after the delivery of 12 bottles of seltzer and a giant
laundry detergent, after 5 lbs of potatoes
arrive, finally. You make one more call. I
check emails mostly about 9/11 and the impending
war and how to stop it when we are
that small, falling from a great height

Finally, by 6, 6:30 we had cleared away a small
space in which we might touch, sink into each other’s
bodies, and sleep a deep restful sleep
even for half an hour. And so we touched
the wordless comfort of skin. You
came first, loud and raucous, that deep place of
release. Then me: and as I came I saw
bodies falling from a great height
each a tiny streak of light slashing the darkness and coming I 
sobbed for all the bodies
and all the bodies who loved them, sobbed 
in my own body
coming   fully   alive

—Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz
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I nhabiting the space between worlds
can leave one with the uncomfortable
feeling of having two identities and

none at all. The Korean American narrator
of In Full Bloom is a fashion assistant in her
twenties climbing the career ladder and a
loyal Korean daughter whose bloom is
fading, which in Korean culture means
that she should already be married and
starting a family. Ginger Lee is paralyzed
by these conflicting paths and struggling
to discover the best way to eliminate one
or to merge the two into a single self.

Catapulted into action at the start of
the novel by her mother’s arrival in New
York to find her a husband, Ginger begins
to think actively about the desires, preju-
dices and expectations that have trickled
down into all aspects of her life:

I wasn’t vehement American
Ginger and I wasn’t traditional
Korean Lee. I was the collision of
the names—the accidental adverb
resulting from the clash of two
worlds, gingerly, how I was meant
to go through life. I was the space
in between the names. I occupied
the short pause between them, the
breach between the two states, like
a ghost who was neither alive nor
sufficiently dead. (p. 99)

Ginger has hidden her true self since
she was a child; as an adult, she conceals
evidence of alcohol and cigarettes with
practiced speed before her mother can
reach her walk-up apartment. “I didn’t
want to discuss my unladylike behavior,”
she acknowledges. “It was better that she
continued living in the dark. A policy I
generally adhered to.” The stereotypical
Korean mother dressed in a Chanel suit,
Ginger’s mother “clung to her respectabil-
ity like a life preserver” and concerns her-
self more with appearances than real feel-
ings. Controlling her daughter’s life is the
ultimate form of caring, and her manipu-
lations are received as such by Ginger;
even casual cruelties, such as the expecta-
tion that Ginger suppress her emotions—
”I’d stopped crying at the age of seven—
‘you ruin your face,’ my mother used to
scold”—are accepted without question.

Hwang has drawn Ginger as a walking
contradiction. Although characterizing her-
self as an independent woman—”I wasn’t
one of those Korean-y women. I knew my
actions sometimes contradicted who I was
inside, but I trusted that people who
weren’t my mother could see or sense the
real me. The feminist, independently mind-
ed, hiply dressed me”—Ginger doesn’t
seem particularly feminist or independent-
minded. After putting her through gradu-
ate school, which Ginger dropped out of
in order to follow her best friend to A la
Mode magazine, her mother still pays her
rent in Manhattan and buys her furniture.
Ginger doesn’t protest her mother’s efforts
to fix her up with prospective Korean hus-
bands; she forgoes her own desires to
make her mother happy, even while she
plans to sabotage the arranged dates.

Ginger fiercely disdains Korean men
and customs and prefers to date white
men, but she also claims she is “always up

for a Korean meal, especially one ordered
by Korean speakers” in a restaurant with
“shoulder-to-shoulder people jabbering
Korean—testament to the authenticity
and quality of the food.” Yet when the
food arrives, she doesn’t eat the authentic
dishes loaded with spicy kimchi or “hard-
core—raw octopus, sea cucumbers,
tripe.” Instead, she regrets that her moth-
er “hadn’t ordered any of the foods I
liked, like short ribs marinated in garlic
and soy sauce, shrimp eggrolls, glass noo-
dles with julienned vegetables”—exactly
the kind of “watered-down, bottom-of-
the-barrel food” Ginger complains that
Korean restaurants serve to “Americans
and people like me.”

At work her priorities are clear and she
is more assertive, arguing for the respect-
ful portrayal of Asian models and for the
right to take on more responsibilities. She
wants to get serious about her career, not
only to prove to her mother that she does-
n’t have time for an arranged marriage but
to do something she can be proud of.
Throughout the book, which is lightheart-
ed and amusing, Ginger confronts her
challenges with steady stamina, whether it
is competition for advancement at the
magazine, a blind date with a childhood
friend or a boisterous Korean American—
”As embarrassing as he was, I had to hand
it to him. He was the most American
Korean I’d ever met”—or photo shoots
with a lecherous photographer. She is
funny and sincere, and it is a pleasure to
follow her natural progress from one
entertaining adventure to another.

I t is a challenge to write about the con-
tradictions that immigrants face with-
out sounding preachy (a pitfall Hwang

successfully avoids by using the first per-
son) and overall the sardonic tone of the
novel and the genuine feel of the charac-
ters and situations allow us to grasp just
how conflicted immigrants are about these
contradictions in their own lives. Ginger is
so embedded in webs of loyalty and cul-
tural responsibility, as well as in her desire
to live a life she can be proud of on her
own terms, that she never seems able to
fully recognize the hypocrisies, inconsis-
tencies and contradictions of her dealings
with her mother and others. Either that, or
Hwang herself can’t.

For beneath the book’s, and Ginger’s,
flirty, fun exterior lies a more painful,
unexplored history. As a young child,
Ginger was abandoned by her father for
his first family, “the wife he never divorced
and the children he never forgot.” Her
parents’ marriage had been arranged,
because “his wealthy, bourgeois parents
had disapproved of his wife… forced him
to forsake her… brought him back to
Seoul and entered him into a false mar-
riage with my mother”—a situation with
unpleasant echoes in her mother’s insis-
tence on arranging Ginger’s marriage and
her earlier disowning of Ginger’s brother
for marrying a white woman. Only twenty
years later does Ginger ask herself how
these events have affected her family and
her life, and why, until now, she hasn’t
thought about reconnecting with her
brother on her own.

From kimchi to ketchup
by Christine Thomas 

In Full Bloom by Caroline Hwang. New York: Dutton,

2003, 291 pp., $23.95 hardcover.

ary review. I was riveted by Harrison’s
accounts of little Lucy’s desperate attach-
ment to her indifferent mother and six-
year-old Sara’s furious, foul-mouthed
insurgency against the world, but what
can one say by way of comment? I can
tell you that the book is moving, honest
and disturbing. Reading it makes one
angry that, despite the talent and dedica-
tion of so many generous people, our
society in general seems to handle its
unwanted children cruelly and bureau-
cratically. But though the system’s work-
ings are as central to Another Place at the
Table as the fate of its children, Harrison
has no ambition to make judgments
about its failures or to offer alternatives.
And it would be as frivolous to analyze
her description of the children’s stay with
her, or her brief résumés of their lives
before and after their time with her, as it
would be to critique a newspaper article
about the casualties of war.

H arrison’s writing, in fact, is unim-
peachable, a model of both clar-
ity and charity. The book opens

with a brief and lucid description of the
way children come into and pass through
the foster care system, but sums up the
effects placement has on them only after
we have had a chance to meet a few:
“Every time a child moves from one
home…to another…a piece of him is
lost,” Harrison writes. “And in the small,
seemingly insignificant details of the
move, that piece is often a measure of
self-worth, usually from a child who has-
n’t any to spare.”

Her relationship to her wards is deeply
perceptive. She seems to have boundless
energy, cleaning, cooking, nursing babies,
handling parental visitations, dealing with
lawyers, social workers, psychologists and
courts. And she is blessed with a sort of
natural empathy which informs her per-
spective with a simultaneous sense of the
child’s point of view. “They have to go
someplace,” she writes, “the children you
read about in the paper….Sometimes…
someplace is a hospital or a shelter or a
detention center. Sometimes, someplace is
my house. For me it begins with a knock
on the door and a child standing on the
porch. For the child, my porch is just
another scene in a very long nightmare.”

Harrison is engagingly practical in
dealing with her charges. When Sara—
who has heard that the tooth fairy leaves
a dollar for every tooth she finds under a
pillow—admits that she’d like the money
but is leery of fairies around the bed,
Harrison tells her, “You give me the
tooth and I’ll give you the dollar, and we
won’t worry about the tooth fairy…” She
is also admirably humble, often amused
by her own lack of success when she
tries to lure her frequently wayward
charges towards civilization. Bribed by
way of a cookie which she will get only if
she agrees to sit down at the table with
the rest of the family, Sara gives in: sort
of. “Fine, I’ll sit down at the goddamn
table,” she says and shoves the cookie in
her mouth. And Harrison, always gener-
ous, comments admiringly, “She man-
aged with one cuss word, to salvage both
her dignity and her cookie.”

But despite Harrison’s good humor
and good works, I was disturbed by
Another Place at the Table—for rea-

sons besides its montage of unlucky chil-
dren at the mercy of an atrociously under-
funded system. My malaise centered on
Danny and Sara, both ejected from foster
care because of their sexual behavior.
Danny is unattractive, neurotic and nine
years old when he’s exiled from the
Harrisons’ house of many children

because his department record designates
him as a potential sex offender. Placed
with a ditzy childless couple, who see no
need for rules or boundaries, Danny is
soon discovered “molesting” a visiting
two-year-old. “Dan hit, Dan kicked, Dan
punched,” Harrison writes of the event,
before he “committed one final, unforgiv-
able act,” which propels him out of foster
care and into an institution.

I understand that any fandangling with
two-year-olds is unfortunate and should
not be taken lightly; still, I would like to
know exactly what Danny did and also if
the danger posed by a nine-year-old
potential sex offender is really a quantum
leap beyond the danger posed by a nine-
year-old random hitter, kicker and punch-
er—who happens also to have disgusting
habits of personal hygiene, and seems so
generally lost that tagging him as suffer-
ing from a single disorder may be beside
the point.

As for Sara: we’re told that she flirts
with all the males in the house. But her
cardinal transgression is that she asks
another little girl, Marisol, also aged six, to
“touch her.” “Whenever we play upstairs
she takes her pants off and wants me to
put toys and stuff in her,” Marisol reports.
Sara, it goes without saying, is promptly
evicted. Harrison comments that “Being a
foster parent meant I could never be cer-
tain when one of the kids I offered a
haven to would make the jump from vic-
tim to perpetrator.”

A perp at the age of six? A document-
ed sex-offender-in-waiting by nine?
Something’s not right here. We’re told lit-
tle about Danny’s past, but we know that
Sara—repeatedly half-drowned by a male
relative—was raped by her father from
the time she was three. Her manipulative
approach to men, as well as an obsession
with those parts of her body which have
been savaged, would seem inevitable.
Given the unnatural circumstances, one
might even consider her compulsion
toward genital exploration natural. But to
incarcerate her in a psychiatric hospital for
these sins—for the sins, more correctly, of
her father—strikes me as being yet anoth-
er species of child abuse, delivered this
time by society at large instead of her next
of kin.

Not that I fault Harrison for a moment
for ridding her house of Danny and of
Sara: she’s herself at risk of losing license,
pending adoption, reputation. Not to
mention putting her husband and sons in
legal jeopardy should they respond with
affection to Sara’s enticements. When
Danny is caught in flagrante, he’s beyond
Harrison’s reach; and when Sara is exiled,
the situation seems already pretty much
under Harrison’s control. With her usual
pragmatism, she has drawn the whole
story from Marisol, spoken seriously and
wisely to each of the girls—and then felt
sufficiently enervated by the affair to tell
all the kids to make themselves banana
splits for supper. In normal family life, in
short, the incident would have passed, and
no harm done.

But the world of foster care demands
something other than good sense: it relies
on approval and funding from the society
which it serves and therefore it must
reflect the values, myths and idiocies of
that society. Another Place at the Table leaves
one with a portrait of a wonderfully func-
tioning family cared for by an extraordi-
narily warm, generous and conscientious
woman. Paradoxically, despite the best
efforts of a few good people, it speaks to
a culture which is hide-bound, prudish
and so materially and emotionally ungen-
erous that it fails to provide the basic
necessities for the survival of the neediest
of its children.
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F or anyone in their thirties, reading
Michelle Tea’s coming-of-age
memoir The Chelsea Whistle will be

a lot like reconnecting with a childhood
friend—reminiscing about episodes of
Love Boat, Billy Idol videos on MTV and
the various flavors of Maybelline Kissing
Potion. Tea even resurrects period
vocabulary like “grody,” which warmed
my heart with nostalgia. For those of us
who grew up in the working-class neigh-
borhoods of America’s small cities dur-
ing the late 1970s and the 1980s, Tea’s
narrative also contains a strikingly famil-
iar cast of characters—scary, unpre-
dictable neighborhood boys, tough girls
and parents who are often too busy bare-
ly earning a living and navigating their
dysfunctional marriages to do what is
best for their kids.

These days, Tea lives in San Francisco
and travels with Sister Spit’s Ramblin’
Road Show, an ever-morphing group of
writers, actors and performers co-founded
by Tea and spoken word artist Sini
Anderson (you can learn more at www.sis-
terspit.com). But she spent her first 21
years in Chelsea, a near suburb of Boston
and at the time the poorest city in
Massachusetts.

As a child, Tea is a thoughtful girl in a
setting where thoughtfulness in general
and specifically in girls is not rewarded,
and her social consciousness makes her an
outsider in her family and in their working-
class neighborhood. From a young age,
she protests her parents’ and grandparents’
muttered complaints about “the” Puerto
Ricans, Cambodians, Italians and Blacks.
As a teenager, she expresses her estrange-
ment from her family and Chelsea by
embracing the romance of gothic rock, an
eighties phenomenon that melded synthe-
sizers and guitars with gloomy and often
silly lyrics about love, death and mysticism.
At fifteen, Tea sports a “gigantic goth
hairdo” and regularly sneaks over the
Tobin Bridge into Boston—though her
mother has forbidden it—to buy things
like Doc Martens and Siouxsie and the
Banshees records.

The relationship between Tea and her
mother, Louisa, is central to the narrative.
Louisa warns her about the “Sickos” in the
world, how dangerous people “don’t have
horns on their heads,” advice that echoes
in Tea’s consciousness throughout her life.
Tea is convinced she is a Sicko, mainly
because she is compelled to play games
like “death” and “sex” with her younger

sister, Madeline. Later, when she finds a
book of erotica in her mother’s dresser
that features bestiality, she suspects her
mother might be a Sicko too, though she
also thinks it might be true that “sexual
fantasies were okay and normal,” as the
book itself tells her, even though it depicts
“women being tied up and raped by men,
by gangs of them sometimes.”

The men in The Chelsea Whistle are
always vaguely menacing, and many of
them are casually violent. As girls, Tea and
Madeline watch their father, a bitter union
postal worker, get ready to cook a live lob-
ster: “Dennis took the pair of metal
tongs…and he dipped the pinching tips
into the blue gas flame and heated them,
then clamped them on the lobster’s twitch-
ing antennae. That’s the most sensitive part of
the lobster, he explained, enjoying this last,
extra bit of pain.” Dennis kicks his wife
and daughters out of the house when Tea
is twelve, telling her and Madeline “that if
we ever saw him walking toward us, we
should cross the street, because he would
not say hello to us. He would not be a part-
time dad.” Tea’s mother immediately gets
married to Will, an orderly at the veterans’
hospital where she is a nurse. Will looks
scary “in his big black car, blaring Black
Sabbath, wearing mirrored asshole sun-
glasses,” but he is much nicer than Dennis,
painting Smurfs and rainbows on his
adopted daughters’ bedroom walls.

The boys in Chelsea are beautiful and
wild. Neglect and poverty have made them
dangerous, and they turn walking down
the street or going to the store into a terri-
fying experience. Tea describes vividly the
paradox of wanting boys’ attention but
knowing that with it comes the very real
possibility of pain and humiliation. In one
scene, a boy standing with a group of his

Survival skills
by Heidi Bell 
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Despite these belated reflections,
Ginger expresses little emotion about
them and Hwang doesn’t push the sub-
ject very far—unfortunate, given their
obvious connection to her current strug-
gle to carve her own path. Ultimately
concentrating on her own problems and
judgments about others, Ginger doesn’t
give much thought to her brother’s tough
experiences or confront the traditions
that have caused everyone in her family
so much pain. Her insights end up half-
baked, her prejudices highlighted but not
overcome. They are sufficient to help her
deal with the pressure of getting mar-
ried, but inadequate to help her face her
future as an individual or as an offshoot
of her mother.

In the end, Ginger opts for blind con-
tradiction, a resolution that appears to sat-
isfy both author and narrator: “I was
founded in my dualities, my differences, my
splits. I didn’t need to resolve all the incon-
sistencies and contradictions. Sometimes it
was enough to know they were there,
because the core, uncharted, invisible-but-
felt part of me was unchangeable.”

For Hwang, it is apparently enough to
raise these issues, which she does success-
fully, with a surprising mixture of comic
description and earnest investigation.
Though she might have gone further to
uncover and confront the painful con-
flicts embedded within it, In Full Bloom
doesn’t seem meant to be that kind of
book. Hwang presents the first-genera-
tion perspective in a way that moves away
from traditional literary explorations of
the Asian American experience to provide
an immediate, recognizable voice for
Koreans finding their way in America,
while offering an entertaining and widely
accessible tale.
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J ane Smiley’s twelfth book is a big novel.
In 414 pages she introduces scores of
characters (some larger than life) and

such hot topics as property development,
illicit sex, financial conquest and family
feuding. This ambitious novel is taut with
moments of daily tension as well as with
overarching theatrical suspense. Framed by
the 1980s land boom and S and L scandal,
it examines material and social entitlement,
greed, loyalty and moral responsibility.

Forty-year-old Joe Stratford, narrator
and protagonist, opens his story in 1982, at
the Viceroy Bar in the rural Northeastern
community where he grew up and now
works as a realtor. A smart, principled, fair-
ly straitlaced guy, Joe finds himself seduced
by the real-estate ambitions of his old
friend and boss Gordon Baldwin and the
erotic dreams of Baldwin’s daughter
Felicity. When Marcus Burns, a former IRS
agent, moves to town, the crucible is fired.

Smiley’s wry, breezy style counterpoints
her serious appraisal of the nature of faith.
Good faith and bad faith. Joe observes his
parents’ devout faith in God; Felicity’s faith
in pleasure; Marcus’ faith in free enterprise.
He is drawn into all these beliefs, and into his
own late-blooming faith in “best friendship.”

The sometimes unwieldy cast is filled
with engagingly idiosyncratic people in
major and minor roles. Perhaps the most
average character is Joe, a slightly lonely
divorced man who is almost universally
liked and respected. A friendly, dutiful fel-
low, he visits his ageing parents regularly to
shovel snow from their sidewalk, deliver dry
cleaning, or celebrate holidays. Joe’s lover,
Felicity—an upper-middle-class Cher—is
smart, excitable, lusty and bored with her
husband and two kids. When Marcus Burns
arrives from New York, he intrigues some
locals and arouses suspicion in others.

Smiley has displayed a talent for weav-
ing topical research into fiction, notably in
The Greenlanders and Horse Heaven. Here she
escorts you into bank vaults, construction
sites and real-estate transactions. She writes
so convincingly about listing agents and
buyers’ agents and brokers and inspections
and incentives and interest rates and mort-
gages and loans and closings—not to men-
tion wallpaper, curtains, carpets, roofs—
that you’re tempted to buy a house from
Joe (if only you could afford one).

G ordon Baldwin, a consummate
developer, decides to buy magnifi-
cent, expensive Salt Key Farm

from the wealthy, warring Thorpe family.
He appoints Joe to finalize the deal and to
help him transform the secluded patrician
domain into a recreational retreat, com-
plete with golf course, swimming pool,
clubhouse and weekend homes for New
Yorkers. Soon Marcus Burns has insinuat-
ed himself into the plan. From his first
sighting of the self-confident Marcus, Joe
is both attracted and unsettled.

The guy who got out of the Caddy
was very smooth looking—creased
tan slacks, expensive-looking white
shirt, Italian-cut jacket, tasseled
loafers. He pocketed his keys and
threw his sunglasses on the seat of
his car, then glanced around for our

door. When he saw me looking at
him through the plate glass, he
broke into a smile. There was no
one with him. House deals without
women put you out into unknown
territory sometimes. (p. 8)

Joe embarks on the complex process of
supervising renovations and publicizing
Salt Key’s development. Marcus’ grand
ideas astonish him.

…if you lay some pipe, you can link
it up with your little shopping center
and your other development a cou-
ple of miles down the road, a more
modest development of, say, three-
bedroom houses on quarter-acre
lots. Two hundred houses there,
four hundred houses here, the little
shopping center—I think Jim
Crosbie is going to go for it in a big
way, especially when he realizes that
with this deregulation of the S and
Ls that Congress just passed, he can
get a branch of his savings-and-loan
out here before anyone else thinks
about it. And they’re going to let S
and Ls develop properties now. It
looks to me like they’re going to let
them do just about anything they
want…. (p. 177)

Smiley’s setting is evocatively, if enigmat-
ically, depicted: the novel is placed in a
generic region, not a precise geographical
location. This mountainous area of a Rust
Belt state, one and a half hours from New
York, features such colorful place-names as
Nut Hollow, Maple Glen, Hardy Well Road,
Roaring Falls. Joe is clearly at home here: “It
was a sharp, but clear spring morning, not
quite to the daffodil stage. The sky was a
cold blue-gray, but the grass had greened up
on the hillsides, and it seemed like you could
see each blade shining with chlorophyll.” A
fastidious, attentive man, he is often given to
reveries on seasonal change: “In the middle
of March, the trees were bare, wet, and
black and the roadway was lined with pud-
dles and dirty patches of snow, but there
was nothing unbeautiful about it.”

If the physical locale is idyllic, the social
scene among these upwardly mobile realtors
and bankers and investors is fraught with
professional rivalries, sexual acrobatics and
dubious business practices. Joe tries to main-
tain his integrity and optimism as he glides
from one cocktail party and holiday celebra-
tion to the next. Though some neighbors
demonize the urgently confident Marcus,
Joe decides to trust him. When Felicity dis-
appears from Joe’s life for a while, he accepts
this loss rather passively, then takes up with
Susan, a pretty young druggy artist.

Smiley takes you on periodic detours as
she fills in the intricate background of a
minor character or elaborates on an inci-
dental moment. This technique, coupled
with the often melodramatic characteriza-
tion, gives the novel a mock-Victorian
ambience. Many sentences are overlong
and artless. Entire pages could be distilled
or cut. Smiley fans may long for the grace-
ful language of her previous fictions At
Paradise Gate and “Ordinary Love” or for
the sharp, punchy style of Moo.
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friends on the street calls Tea over (she
goes because he’s very cute and therefore
powerful), and when she arrives he swats
her in the crotch with a tree branch. Tea’s
tough friend Rita offers to teach her the
Chelsea whistle, a signal the neighborhood
boys use to call for help, but Tea doesn’t
want to learn it because “The boys it was
meant to call were the boys I would need
to be saved from.”

T he thematic thread running
through The Chelsea Whistle is
female sexuality, a topic Tea

explores with frank humor, passion and
attention to the influences of family, com-
munity and pop culture. Tea’s mother and
the women Tea knows as a girl tell her,
directly and indirectly, that she will have to
“get used to” or “put up with” pain and
betrayal from men, in much the same way
a mother in the eighteenth century warned
a soon to be married daughter what would
happen on her wedding night. As
teenagers, Tea and a friend babysit for a
woman named Jessie, who “cooked us
pancakes and told us about having anal sex
with her husband. She didn’t like it, said it
actually hurt, but her husband liked it a lot
and that was part of being married.” At St.
Rose’s all-girls Catholic high school, Miss
Landers tells her class 

the reason she wore pants and not
skirts was so that men wouldn’t
rape her, men being more likely to
rape girls who wore tight clothes
and dressed like tramps. This infor-
mation was directed at Shirley
Lombardi in particular.…On no-
uniform days, [Shirley] wore the
tightest black-and-red leopard-print
jeans with a curving zipper that
bisected her ass into neighboring
countries, her right and left labia
split into plump little leopard-print
pillows. (p. 164)

Despite these warnings, Tea tries to
emulate the sexy women she sees on MTV,
but admits “I didn’t have the resources so I
just looked weird. Like a child prostitute.”
A significant portion of the memoir is con-
cerned with her various boyfriends. She
loses her virginity to a skater named Beau,
an experience she finds profoundly alienat-
ing. “I couldn’t believe,” she writes, “that
the girl end of this whole thing was just to
lie there.” The Chelsea Whistle paints a damn-
ing picture of the dynamics of heterosexu-
ality, so it’s not exactly shocking when Tea
persuades a later boyfriend, Clive, to help
her seduce a woman named Juniper, nor is
it particularly surprising when Tea begins
dating women exclusively. What is strange
is that until she meets Juniper, about two-
thirds of the way through the book, Tea
has never mentioned or even hinted at
being sexually attracted to women,
although the topic of lesbianism has come
up at least twice. So it doesn’t quite ring
true when she insists that “Having sex with
a girl seemed like the most romantic thing
a girl could do.” Tea’s conversion to les-
bianism as portrayed here makes dating
women seem like a trend she is following,
as though her decision is governed by the
same urge that compels her to befriend
strangers she thinks seem outrageous or
unconventional. Why did she approach
Juniper in the first place? What happened
to her boy-craziness? What led her to the
conclusion that, as she tells Clive, “I Just
Think I Like Girls”? 

Tea’s narrator might not be capable of
answering these questions, since she
remains young even as Tea’s character in
the memoir grows to adulthood. The voice
that is perfectly appropriate describing her
experiences at nine or even fourteen years

old seems immature once she has grown.
The kinds of insights we expect from a
thoughtful young adult are present but
rare, flashes rather than sustained illumina-
tion. Often she leaves a topic precisely
when analysis, insight, or soul-searching
would be most welcomed by the reader, so
we get only tantalizing glimpses of her
alcoholism or how growing up in Chelsea
has influenced her career choices.

Tea also digresses within chapters,
seeming to free-associate until she happens
again upon the original topic. Sometimes
this method is successful, as in a chapter
about dance class that becomes an explo-
ration of masturbation, bestiality and
power. Traveling into the unknown with
someone as intense and funny as Tea can
be an exhilarating experience and often her
roundabout approach livens up overly
familiar territory and provides vital detail
about her family and friends. Sometimes,
however, I had to revisit the beginning of a
chapter to remember the significance of
the subject to which she had finally
returned. In the chapter titled “How
Runaways Keep Their Hair Clean,” for
example, we endure an excessively detailed
description of Chelsea’s Mystic Mall, fol-
lowed by a paragraph on the author’s love
of fire, followed by more about the mall,
before we reach the actual runaway, discov-
ered washing her hair in a mall bathroom.

J eanette Winterson describes a certain
type of writing as marked by the belief
“that sincerity of feeling will be

enough,” while more developed writing
“knows that feeling must give way to
form.” Ultimately, The Chelsea Whistle
emphasizes feeling over form. In the mid-
dle of a memoir that begins and ends well,
Tea seems to lose the ability to discern
which details will add to the story’s
momentum. In the first half of the book,
the stories are arranged chronologically
and are largely unified by the theme of
sexuality, but they lack strong plot devel-
opment. Then more than halfway through,
she begins a story so riveting I can’t help
but think it must have been her impetus
for writing the memoir. This story-line,
which involves a family mystery I won’t
divulge, has a potent effect on the reader
despite its late introduction, and it proves
that Tea’s writing, at its best, contains all
the necessary formal elements—sustained
plot, narrative suspense and a chilling
emotional weight.

While readers’ interest might falter
through the middle of The Chelsea Whistle,
the resonance and eccentricity of Tea’s
writing will likely propel them forward
nonetheless. Her unconventional style
mimics speech with its mixture of spas-
modic energy, poetic phrasing and casual
irreverence. I found the contrast between
lyric turns such as “School let out like a
fever breaking” and the cheeky “Miss
Landers thought Shirley Lombardi was
begging for rape with her leopard-print
cameltoe” refreshing and hilarious.

Despite her obvious sense of humor,
which takes a grim turn in the second half
of the book, Tea doesn’t believe in creat-
ing happy endings where none exist. For
her difficult adolescence, she reproaches
her parents, Chelsea and the larger culture
that allows cities like Chelsea to exist, cities
awash in poverty, where desperation
breeds desperate behavior and creates gen-
eration after generation of victims. The
Chelsea Whistle provides no escape from or
transcendence of the consequences of
growing up in Chelsea. What it does pro-
vide is a window on working-class girl-
hood, a perspective that, considering how
many of us grew up in circumstances sim-
ilar to Tea’s, seems sorely lacking among
current memoirs.
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For the most part, Smiley has succeed-
ed in an authentic rendering of her mid-
dle-aged male protagonist. One of Joe’s
unusual habits is his tendency to describe
everyone’s wardrobe in detail. Of course
there’s no reason a man couldn’t notice
clothes. But when he compares Susan
Webster’s sexy bikini to “everyone else’s
Cole of California bathing suits,” you
wonder how a man who has spent most of
his life without a female partner could
identify specific brands of women’s cloth-
ing. Then there is the vocabulary: words
like “gamboling” come from the author’s
voice, not that of her character.

Smiley’s wit is evident in Joe’s light
irony and in the novel’s larger satire about
collective hypocrisies and vanities, about
temptation in the Salt Key kingdom. Her
playfulness extends to the allegorical
names of Marcus Burns and Felicity
Baldwin. Marcus’ sister, who plays a direc-
torial if not authorial role in the business,
is called “Jane.” Joe Stratford’s initials are
the same as Smiley’s.

J oe endures one calamity after another.
His new-found male camaraderie is
jeopardized when Marcus hires his sis-

ter Jane as office manager. He has entrust-
ed all his finances to the jointly held busi-
ness, and he is fascinated and appalled
when Marcus explains his bookkeeping
philosophy.

Here’s the main life lesson I learned
at the IRS. As long as you keep in
touch, you’re fine…..This is some-
thing everyone does. No one has
enough money to follow his vision
and also pay all the bills. That’s the
point of a windfall. A windfall is like
an overnight success. You work hard
for it and sweat and then, all of a
sudden, there’s plenty of money—
more than you ever expected—and
that’s when you pay all those bills
you let accumulate. No one really
cares that you let them accumulate.
They say they do, and they yell and
scream and even try to bully you,
but everyone knows the same
thing—they’ll get it eventually. So
you string them along, pay a little
now and then so they don’t cut you
off, and when your ship comes in
you settle up. (p. 300)

Joe is susceptible to Marcus’ tempta-
tions for many reasons. He often evalu-
ates himself by his net worth. As he ages,
he grows self-conscious about his rela-
tively modest prosperity. Gradually he
allows his partners’ ambitions to fuel his
own dreams.

I was a successful realtor and small-
time developer. That I should build
on this solid base wasn’t surprising,
it was natural, the almost automatic
effect of normal ambition. I had
lived, without understanding it, the
proper American trajectory, rising
and rising, dropping off the first
stage rocket, then the second stage,
then shooting into space, destined
to orbit the earth for some
uncounted number of times before
splashing into the ocean off
Florida, retired in the far-off twen-
ty-first century. (pp. 274-275)

Given Joe’s close fiscal ties to Marcus,
readers begin to doubt that Joe’s rocket will
alight off the coast of his dreams. Clearly
descent—of one kind or another—is in
the cards. But you have to read 137 more
pages of adventures in late-twentieth-cen-
tury American capitalism before you learn
if he lands safely.

N o more Emma, no more
Rosa,” the editor of a once-
alternative journal announced

to me in the early 1980s. The times they
were a-changing, and Goldman and
Luxemburg were out, over, history.
Fortunately history has its historians: in
1991, the Emma Goldman Papers
Project at the University of California
at Berkeley, headed by Candace Falk,
put out a massive microfilm edition of
writing by and about Goldman called
The Emma Goldman Papers, destined
mostly for libraries. And now the first
in its series of annotated books con-
taining a selection from those micro-
films and some material discovered
later has been published.

Making little-known documents
available to the general public for the
first time, Volume One of Emma
Goldman: A Documentary History of the
American Years offers an alternative to
“no more Goldman”: no more cult of
Goldman which ignores or downplays
uncomfortable aspects of her biogra-
phy. As Falk notes in her introduction,
this anthology shows “the darker shad-
ows of her youthful political militancy.”
Readers who only know Goldman from
her memoir Living My Life are likely to
be surprised, even shocked, by this vol-
ume. Treating the period from 1890 to
1901, it presents Goldman’s emergence
as an agitator for anarchism and its
causes, including free speech, free love
and the eight-hour-day. These were the
years when she made a name for herself
by delivering lectures and speeches in
the US and Western Europe, writing for
far-flung anarchist publications and giv-
ing interviews to the mainstream
American press.

In 1892 Goldman’s former lover,
anarchist Alexander Berkman attempt-
ed to assassinate Henry Clay Frick, the
general manager of the Carnegie Steel
Company who used lockouts,
Pinkerton detectives and other repres-
sive tactics against unions. Documents
from the anthology show that she
framed it as an act of war, justified by
Frick’s suppression of strikers at
Carnegie’s Homestead mill: “The cries
of starving mothers and innocent chil-
dren gave him courage and will power
to combat the enemy. He made an
unsuccessful attack on Frick, slightly
wounding him, but creating consterna-
tion in the enemy’s camp. By the light
of subsequent events it is shown that
the act was not altogether in vain;
Plutocracy has never raised its head so
proudly since,” she wrote in a letter
printed by two anarchist periodicals, in
Portland and London, in 1895. And in
an article published later the same year
in the same journals, she argued that
the deed made good propaganda:
“Alexander Berkmann’s brave act
showed to all who wish to see the real

cause of the people’s misery.
Anarchists are no longer looked upon
as a set of fools or ruffians, and the
principles of those who ... are lan-
guishing in prison are to-day discussed
in the press, in the pulpit, and in the
mansions of the rich.”

The fact that Goldman and
Berkman had been lovers is surely one
reason for her defense of him, but
probably not the main one, for the
documents here show that she glorified
many perpetrators of political violence.
“In France the admirable acts of
Ravachol, Henry, Vaillant, Caserio and
others have done more for the spread-
ing of our principles than ten years of
writing and speaking,” she proclaimed
in the Portland anarchist journal in
1896. “Exceptional conditions produce
exceptional characters, so I have not
yet lost hopes that some day England
and America may furnish us with a
Kropotkin, Tschaikoffsky,
Tscherkesoff, Perovskaya, Angelilio,
Caserio and other such wonderful men
and women,” she wrote in Free Society, a
San Francisco anarchist periodical, in
1900. And the next year, in the same
journal: “Each age has its John Browns,
its Perovskayas, its Parsons, Spies,
Angiolillos, and its Brescis, who were
misunderstood, persecuted, mobbed,
tortured, and killed, by those who
could not reach the sublime heights
attained by these men. Yet they have
not lived in vain, for it is to them that
we owe all that is good and noble,
grand and useful in the world.” The
helpful short biographies at the back of
the anthology reveal just how many
assassins and would-be assassins are on
Goldman’s lists, although readers will
have to know to look there under the
modern Russian transliteration for
Chaikovsky and Cherkesov.

M y purpose here is not to res-
urrect the old canard that
anarchist equals terrorist, but

to demonstrate that, in the 1890s,
Goldman was convinced that her cause
was well served by acts of retribution.
Whether this was the sentiment of the
majority of anarchists then is impossi-
ble to know. All one can say with assur-
ance is that many anarchist publications
of this period, both in Europe and the
US, showed respect and even enthusi-
asm for those who employed violent
methods. Ecstatically, insistently, such
men and women were lauded for
courage and willingness to sacrifice
themselves and were dubbed heroes
and martyrs. For Goldman, Berkman
was “the noble youth.”

When Johann Most, the influential
German-American anarchist (and also
Goldman’s former lover), deviated
from his usual celebration of political
violence and criticized Berkman’s attack
on Frick for stirring up prejudice
against anarchists in America, Goldman
castigated Most in print as well as on
the speaker’s platform: “It is simply
ugly personal hatred, envy, and fear that
drove this man to speak in such a way.
That Most is rotten, rotten to the core,
is apparent to everyone who knows him
at all,” she wrote in 1892 in a German-
American anarchist newspaper. (The
article appears here both in the original
German and in English, though the
translator is not named.) The recourse
to ad hominem invective suggests that
for the Goldman of that period, propa-
ganda by the deed was not open to
debate or question.

Yet it is hard to be certain of
Goldman’s views. It is likely that her
correspondence and articles were edit-
ed by anarchist journals, for her private
letters here show many more problems
with English, which she learned as a
teenager. Newspaper articles about her
are even less reliable. “‘No: I have never
advocated violence, but neither do I
condemn the Anarchist who resorts to
it,” she is reported to have said in an
interview published in The New York
Sun on January 6, 1901. Shortly there-
after, on February 17, she wrote to Free
Society in San Francisco to correct 

the reports in the daily press, that
I am against force, or propagan-
da by deed.... I have never
opposed force or propaganda by
deed, either publicly or privately.
I demand and acknowledge the
right of an individual, or a num-
ber of individuals, to strike back

Apostle of anarchy
by Karen Rosenberg 
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Police mug shot of Goldman in August 1893, just after her arrest in 
Philadelphia on charges of unlawful assembly . From EEmmmmaa  GGoollddmmaann..
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S educed scholars assure us periodical-
ly that Victorians’ sex lives were
often delicious. Ellen Bayuk

Rosenman is one of them. Unauthorized
Pleasures is more appealing than most of
these books. In general, they rebut, not the
self-presentations of Victorians them-
selves, the best-known of whom were
proudly steamy, but our own condescend-
ing stereotypes of the past. After all, it is
better to write about sex when you imagine
you are shocking your reader.

The most reputable sexy-Victorian
books have been written by men so emi-
nent that they could almost be Victorians
themselves. Steven Marcus psychoanalyzed
pornography with a sharp scalpel in The
Other Victorians; Peter Gay is best known
for The Bourgeois Experience: Victoria to Freud,
but in fact he writes over and over about
Victorian happy romping. Both Marcus
and Gay are Freudians, but of different
temperaments. Marcus takes refuge in
appalled irony at his subjects’ weird pro-
clivities, while Gay seems to beam approv-
ingly at their healthy adjustment. But both
Marcus and Gay cultivate an appropriate
detachment from their captive Victorians
thrashing about.

Ellen Bayuk Rosenman is one of the
first women to write a sexy-Victorian
book, and while her implicit attitude is the
same as Marcus’ and Gay’s (“I bet you
never knew those repressed Victorians Did
It”), she forgoes their air of detachment.
Her accounts of various little-known erot-
ic fictions are appealingly non-judgmental;
she writes with such empathy that
Unauthorized Pleasures is finally inconclusive,
as if the author got lost in her stories.
Though Rosenman may lack the diagnostic
assurance of her patriarchal progenitors,
unlike them she admits gleefully that
Victorian sex turns her on.

Unauthorized Pleasures is divided into five
anecdotal chapters on unorthodox materi-
al few general readers or even Victorianists
will have heard of. It begins with a witty
account of spermatorrhea, a pseudo-dis-
ease that terrified Victorian men, in which
inordinate penis-oozing was supposed to
be caused by masturbation. Rosenman

claims that Victorian doctors invented
spermatorrhea in good faith, though she
does not make the intriguing connection
to self-interested gynecologists today,
many of whom specialize in inventing
shameful “female” reproductive diseases.
Less testy than I am, Rosenman com-
mends nervous Victorian doctors for their
implicit endorsement of sexual pleasure,
despite the shame and pain they inflicted
on their male patients.

In general, Rosenman dwells on anxious
men. Women exist more as a cause of that
anxiety than in themselves. She sums up
the urban seductress so many male writers
imagined by claiming “she is a kind of fun
house mirror, throwing back at men their
alienated desire,” and this metaphor fits
most of her female characters. Her chapter
on sex and the city focuses on Wilkie
Collins’ Basil, Alexander Walker’s Beauty in
Woman (an instruction manual for men
who fear seduction on city streets) and the
now well-known diaries of Arthur Munby,
who wrote copiously about the bodies of
working women, one of whom he secretly
married. This gallery of urban men trying
to grasp women and failing to do so
inverts the familiar story, as told by such
groundbreaking scholars as Judith
Walkowitz, of women’s own precarious
position in the city. Real or imagined
threats to men abound in this book, but
most of its women are what we used to
call images of women.

Rosenman goes on to discuss George
W. M. Reynolds’ forgotten best-selling
novel, The Mysteries of London, which she
praises largely because it features a woman
whose sexuality goes unpunished; the actu-
al case of Charles Yelverton, pursued by
avid Maria Theresa Longworth who
claimed (untruthfully, it seems) that she
was his abandoned wife; and My Secret Life,
that pornographic farrago of acrobatic
reveries Steven Marcus has long turned
into an old chestnut. Rosenman likes My
Secret Life because, she claims, it under-
mines conventional paradigms of mas-
culinity, but she should probably have
omitted this final chapter, which seems to
me superfluous and anti-climactic.

Earnestly erotic
by Nina Auerbach 
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at organized power, and to
defend themselves against inva-
sion; and I have and always will
stand on the side of the one who
has been courageous enough to
give his own life in taking or
attempting to take the life of a
tyrant, whether industrial or
political. (p. 434)

Hold on there. Who gets to decide
whether someone is so terrible as to
merit death? Can any individual or
group serve as a self-appointed judge,
jury and executioner? As political and
moral philosophy, this is dangerously
facile stuff. At other times Goldman gets
around the thorny issue of moral
responsibility by turning to the imagery
of determinism. Her language shifts:
suddenly the agents of history are no
longer human beings but metaphors like
storms, volcanoes and waterfalls. In
1901, a month after Leon Czolgosz tried
to kill President McKinley, she wrote in
Free Society, “Resistance against force is a
fact all through nature. Man being part
of nature, he, too, is swayed by the same
force to defend himself against invasion.
Force will continue to be a natural factor
just so long as economic slavery, social
superiority, inequality, exploitation, and
war continue to destroy all that is good
and noble in man.”

As the documents show, Goldman
had performed this slide from advoca-
cy of violence to the mere prediction of
it before. At her 1893 trial in New York
for unlawful assembly, the anarchist
Edward Brady, then Goldman’s lover,
stated in court that she “did not say that
the people would do right if they went
to the palaces of the capitalists and
took anything that they could get. The
defendant spoke as though prophesy-
ing, ‘If certain things would happen,
then the people would be compelled to
do such and such a thing.’” And when
Goldman was examined, the transcript
says, “She wished it to be understood
that she did not tell the workingmen to
do anything at present, or to do it later,
but she simply said that their terrible
condition of starvation would drive
them to do this and that.”

My reading of this material is that
Goldman was more effective as a pub-
lic speaker than as a writer and thinker.
In an era when lectures were popular as
entertainment as well as instruction,
she probably made up in theatricality
what she lacked in theoretical consis-
tency. Like many a preacher, she was
able to hold an audience even while
lambasting them. (In 1897 she
addressed a crowd in Rhode Island as

“fellow slaves.”) Some English-lan-
guage newspaper reports of the period
convey the charisma in her eyes and
voice, and Falk and her team are to be
congratulated for digging up these
obscure articles.

W hat I missed, however, both
in the microfilmed Emma
Goldman Papers and now in

this book of documents, is more from
the American foreign-language periodi-
cals which were so important to work-
ing-class immigrants in this period.
And I wonder why Falk didn’t excerpt
from the German memoirs of Josef
Peukert and Sepp Oerter, or the
Yiddish autobiography of Israel
Kopeloff, which discuss Goldman’s
early period in New York. Made for
America is the subtitle of this book, and
it reflects not only Goldman’s increas-
ing interest in reaching native-born
middle-class Americans but Falk’s
emphasis on the US mainstream press.
Unfortunately, this orientation is not
explained: Falk’s 89-page introduction
devotes a little more than one page to
her research procedures and editorial
choices. Clearly a great deal of time,
effort and money has gone into the
Emma Goldman Papers Project, but
readers should not overestimate its
comprehensiveness.

Kopeloff ’s Formerly in America, pub-
lished in 1928 in Warsaw, for instance,
is a valuable source about the break
between Goldman and Most, which
took place even before Most criticized
Berkman’s attempt on Frick’s life.
According to Kopeloff, Goldman and
Berkman had incurred Most’s wrath
simply by attending a meeting of
another leader of German-speaking
anarchists in the US, Josef Peukert.
Most’s hatred of Peukert had many
causes: ideological differences, rivalry
for a position of dominance, and his
belief that Peukert was responsible for
the arrest of one of the most success-
ful anarchist couriers in Europe. With
his intolerance of any and all associa-
tion with Peukert, Most virtually drove
Goldman and Berkman into his
enemy’s camp, Kopeloff suggests.

Jewish anarchists like Kopeloff who
were disciples of Most at that time
lined up against “Goldman and Co.”—
their sarcastic nickname for Berkman.
But, says Kopeloff, after the attempt on
Frick’s life, Berkman was admired by
his anarchist enemies as well as his
friends. Even Most praised him at first,
and when he later spoke out against
Berkman’s assassination attempt, the
Jewish anarchists split over the issue.
While Kopeloff doesn’t go so far as to
blame “Goldman and Co.” for the dis-
solution of his Yiddish-speaking anar-
chist group, the Pioneers of Freedom,
he does depict them as a major factor in
its demise. That’s another thing you
won’t find in Living My Life.

Goldman’s relation to the Yiddish-
and German-language anarchist move-
ments in North America is a complex
story which has yet to be told. Indeed,
though a number of books on
Goldman have come out in the last
twenty years, many aspects of her life—
especially those tied to foreign-language
sources—remain to be reconsidered.
Neither foreign-language periodicals
published in America nor European
newspapers and magazines have been
combed for her name, and many mem-
oirs are yet to be mined. I can’t speak
about the state of Rosa Luxemburg
studies, but I’m sure that when it comes
to Emma, we still need more.

Voltairine de Cleyre in 1891, among the
few women of stature in the anarchist

movement. From EEmmmmaa  GGoollddmmaann..
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U nauthorized Pleasures is a hard book
not to like. It is always fun to read
about sexy Victorians, who were as

earnest in their transgressions as in their
work, and Rosenman often describes her
research well, bringing to life a trove of silly
material few of us will read but most of us
will like to know about. However, thickets
of jargon crop up which I wish someone
had weeded out. A lively discussion of
Wilkie Collins tangles itself in language like
this: “Once she is unveiled, Margaret is
redrawn as profoundly, transparently other,
her depravity specified through a class rhet-
oric marking her as an urban contagion.”
Surely this could be better put. Theorytalk is
itself a contagion in recent academic writ-
ing, and Rosenman is a good enough stylist
to have done better than this. The effect of
such briar-patches is not so much to make
the book heavy as to make it sound com-
placent, suggesting a corporate language,
and a knowing corporate groupthink, that
rob her material of its suggestiveness.

As she has trouble finding a language,
Rosenman also has trouble finding a tone.
I’m not sure what, finally, she wants to say;
the five chapters, fun as each is, don’t coa-
lesce in a unified argument. Since they
don’t build to a statement, their organiza-
tion seems arbitrary; if the order of the
chapters were scrambled, the book would
be the same.

I suspect Unauthorized Pleasures may suf-
fer less from a failure of thought than
from a failure of nerve. Sex is harder to
write about than it feels: it becomes a
magnet for anything the reader might diag-
nose as the author’s own inadequacies.
Except for her repeated perky insistence
that she likes sex, Rosenman leaves out a
lot. We all like sex, I think, but it is also
fraught with danger. In the nineteenth cen-
tury it was even more dangerous than it is
today, carrying fears of pregnancy, disease,
ostracism, clumsiness and simple, consum-
ing embarrassment. I suspect Rosenman is
trying to avoid what she sees as the puri-
tanical tone of her feminist elders, but she
considers few of the real hazards that
accompanied sexual release in the nine-
teenth century. Any Victorian who relishes
his or her sexuality becomes a hero of
Unauthorized Pleasures.

Moreover, there are almost no women in
the book who feel and speak. Though its
focus is heterosexual—male and female
homosexuality are mentioned only inciden-
tally—Unauthorized Pleasures is essentially
men’s studies, implying that sexuality is a
male subject. The only woman with a major
role is Theresa Longworth, who over many
years and legal briefs pursued a man she
claimed (delusionally, Rosenman thinks)
was her husband. Rosenman likes Theresa
because she was immodest, boldly living her
desires, but I find Theresa uncomfortably
close to the Glenn Close character in Fatal
Attraction. Saturated in romantic fantasies
about a fumbling respectable lover who
wants only to get rid of her, she expresses
her eroticism by becoming a fury, laughable
and ruinous at once. Though Theresa
Longworth really existed and Glenn Close
stole Fatal Attraction, neither woman makes
sexual or psychological sense to me: both
seem to be emanations of male terror, the
real subject of Unauthorized Pleasures, rather
than three-dimensional subjects of desire
open to variety and change.

As a token of the author’s unease,
Unauthorized Pleasures ends disappointingly,
with a lifeless afterword listing various the-
ories of the female voice, as if women’s
voices can be heard only through the prism
of someone else’s theories. Her conclu-
sion, academic in the worst sense, under-
mines the subtlety and care with which
Ellen Rosenman listens to the confused
voices of Victorian men.
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ABORTION AND COMMON SENSE
by Ruth Dixon-Mueller, Ph.D., scholar in
reproductive health, and Paul Dagg, M.D.,
Director of Clinical Services, Royal Ottawa
Hospital. Timely! Practical! Important! Filled
with reason and compassion. 298 pages,
$18.69 plus shipping. To read an excerpt and
to order, visit: www.xlibris.com/bookstore.

Solving the Great Pronoun Problem: 14
Ways to Avoid the Sexist Singular contains
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about unbiased communication, explains how
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author: Marie Shear, 282 East 35 Street, #7N,
Brooklyn, NY 11203-3925.

Need materials on the contemporary feminist
movement? The monthly feminist newspaper
off our backs has been reporting on the move-
ment since 1970. We have published detailed
coverage of every NWSA conference. Use off
our backs in your classes. $25 per year. $30 insti-
tutional rate. 2337B 18th St., NW, Washington,
DC 20009. Attn.: WRB. (202) 234-8072;
www.offourbacks.org.
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“Goddess Pilgrimage to Crete” and “Sacred
Journey in Greece.” Ariadne Institute, P.O.
Box 791596, New Orleans, LA 70179-1596.
Phone/fax: (504) 486-9119; Email: insti-
tute@goddessariadne.org; www.goddessari-
adne.org.

Charming studio in South of France, his-
toric Vence, near Nice. Balcony, mountain
views, furnished. Monthly/weekly.
Broy@slc.edu, 212-686-7904.

Miscellaneous

“We sing, write prayers, search ancient texts for
Shekhina...” CREATIVE WRITING SER-
VICES Nancy Shiffrin PhD author/ achieve
publication, personal satisfaction. Reasonable
rates. Individualized approach. http://home.
earthlink.net/~nshiffrin, nshiffrin@ earth-
link.net. THE HOLY LETTERS (poems) and
MY JEWISH NAME (essays) order from pub-
lisher http://www.greatunpublished.com or
author POB 1506 Santa Monica CA 90406
310.302.1107.

Feminist Editor. Ph.D. Prize-winning
author. Twenty years’ experience editing
every imaginable kind of writing.
References provided, including many happy
WRB readers. (510) 524-7913, rglick@
uclink.berkeley.edu.

New MA in Women’s Writing. A unique
opportunity to study a wide range of
women’s writing across five centuries and a
rich array of genres. Students develop their
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analysis. Information: Postgraduate
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